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Abstract— Image fusion is a process where
multiple images (more than one) from
different or same source are combined to
form a single resultant fused image. This fused
image is more productive, informative,
descriptive and qualitative as compared to its
original input images or than individual
images. The fusion technique in medical
images is useful for resourceful disease
diagnosis purpose and robot surgery for
doctors. This paper illustrates multimodality
medical image fusion techniques and their
results assessed with various quantitative
metrics. Firstly two registered images CT and
MRI‐T2 are taken as input.
In this paper, a multimodal image fusion
algorithm based on Dual tree discrete wavelet
transform and particle swarm optimization
(PSO) is proposed. Firstly, the source images
are divided into low‐frequency coefficients
and high‐frequency coefficients by the dual‐
tree discrete wavelet transform (DDWT). The
low‐frequency coefficients are fused by
weighted average method based on regions,
and PSO is used to determine to obtain proper
fusion weight parameter from high‐frequency
coefficients from segmented images by
DDWT. Also PSO is used to determine α
parameter called scalar weight. Finally, the
fused image is reconstructed by the inverse
DDWT.
Index Terms: DDWT, PSO, Image fusion,
Quantitative Metrics.
I. INTRODUCTION

Medical imaging field require highly productive,
descriptive, informative image with high

resolution and having high information content
with respect bones, tissues and visualization for
Necessary disease diagnosis for doctors and
experts. This is impossible using single modality
medical Images as X‐ray computed tomography
(CT) is best suited only for recognizing bones
structure, where as MRI giving better
information about the soft tissues. In reality we
require corresponding information from
different modalities for correctly diagnosis of
disease of patient. For the same reason,
Medical image fusion is the only promising
technique which is successful to attract
researchers, scientist to guide the doctors by
producing high quality fused images and by
extracting suitable information from a variety
of modalities say CT, MRI, SPET, PET etc. In the
area of medical image fusion, there are various
fusion techniques, but these techniques have
certain limitations [2]. For example, Wavelet
transform is famous technique but suffers from
Shift variance and additive noise which can be
reduced by Using DDWT (Dual Tree Discrete
Wavelet Transform). Thus multimodality
medical image fusion has emerged as a
promising research area in the recent years.
Image fusion basically aims at extracting and
combining information from the source images
on pixel basis thus resulting a more precise and
complete information about an object. The
actual fusion process can be carried out at
several levels. Under this, in the pixel‐level
image fusion the fused images provided all
relevant information present in original images
with no artifacts or inconsistencies.
The pixel‐level image fusion was classified
into two type one as spatial domain fusions
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and second as transform domain fusion. Spatial
domain fusion is directly applied on the source
images which results in reduce the signal to‐
noise ratio of the resultant image with simple
averaging technique but causes spatial
distortion in the resulting fused image.
Improvement in fused image is carried out by
using PSO (Particle Swarm Optimization) a
population based algorithm inspired by natural
behaviors of bird flocking, Ant colony etc.PSO
gives optimal fused image also it is used to
select proper scalar weight from high‐
coefficient intensities pixel from decomposed
source images [11]. The quality of fused image
is assessed by quantitative metrics like Entropy
(EN), Root Mean Square Error (RMSE), Mutual
Information (MI), and Peak Signal to Noise
Ratio (PSNR) and Signal to Noise Ratio (SNR).
II. LITERATURE SURVEY

The traditional Wavelet transform (WT) is
based on Mallat algorithm. Basically wavelets
transform carries out in three steps: 1)
Decomposition of registered input images in to
high and low frequency sub‐bands, 2) To obtain
new image, combination of approximate (low
frequency part) and detail (high frequency
part) is done and lastly 3) inverse wavelet
transform is applied to construct fused image.
The traditional wavelet is complex and it
requires more storage space for read and
writes an operation which is not suitable for
real time applications [4]. The second
generation of wavelet transform is called as
Lifting Wavelet transforms (LWT) algorithm
proposed in [10].It reduces the running time
and storage space of image fusion. Lifting
scheme consists of three phases: Split
phase,2)Prediction phase and3)Update phase.
Reconstruction of the image in LWT is also
having three phases: Anti‐update phase, Anti‐
Prediction phase and Merger phase which is
opposite process of decomposition [10]. In LWT
algorithm, first approximation coefficients and
detail coefficients are computed by applying
LWT, feature selection rule is applied on
wavelet coefficients to obtain fused
coefficients groups and finally the inverse LWT
(ILWT) is applied to obtain fused image.

Discrete Wavelet Transform proposed in [7]
frequently apply two channel filter bank out of
which low pass band at the lowest resolution
and high pass band at each step iteratively. In
this Wavelet environment, firstly the K‐level
decomposition based on WT is performed on
registered
source
images.
K
level
decomposition consist of one low frequency
band and 3K high frequency bands, then fused
coefficients are obtained and lastly inverse
DWT is carried out to get the fused image. The
DWT gives better fused image with less
computational cost and no loss of information.
III. IMPLEMENTATION DETAILS

DDWT Algorithm:
It stands for Dual Tree Discrete Wavelet
Transform. DDWT proposed by Kingsbury is
only potential tools with the following
advantages: direction selectivity, limited
redundancy, and shift invariance. It is a
complex transform whose wavelet function is
restrained to have single‐sided spectrum.
Either the real part or the imaginary part can
be used as a individual transform since both
guarantee perfect reconstruction. Thus, DDWT
is an over complete transform with redundancy
of 2m:1 for m‐dimensional signals. Only the
real part of DDWT is taken in coding
applications to reduce the introduced
redundancy. For example, the resulting
repeated information will be reduced to 2:1
from 4:1 i.e. by twice for 2‐D case. The real part
of DDWT is simply referred to as DDWT
hereafter, unless otherwise stated. The
implementation of 2‐D DDWT follows two steps
procedure. Firstly, an input image is divided up
to a desired level by two separable 2‐D DWT
braches, branch a and branch b, whose filters
are purposely designed to meet the Hilbert pair
requirements. Thus six high‐pass sub bands are
generated: HLa, LHa, HHa, HLb, LHb, and HHb,
at each level. Secondly, every two
corresponding sub bands which have the same
pass‐bands are linearly combined by either
averaging method or differencing method. We
have result, sub bands of 2‐D DDWT at each
level are obtained as (HLa + HLb)/2, (HLa ‐
HLb)/2, (LHa + LHb)/2, (LHa ‐ LHb)/2, (HHa +
HHb)/2, (HHa + HHb)/2 [5].
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PSO Algorithm:
PSO stands for Particle Swarm Optimization
is a population based optimization algorithm
exhibits natural behaviors of animal such as
bird flocking, Ant colony etc. which is useful
to find scalar weight (α parameter).
The processing steps of PSO are given as
follows.
Step 1: Set off the population. Each particle has
its own random velocity and position.
Step 2: Determine the fitness function value of
each particle.
Step 3: Find the best position of each particle
by its own experience.
Step 4: Find the position of the best particle.
Step 5: Update the velocity and position of
each particle by following equation no. (1) And
equation no. (2).
Vdi (t+1) = ɷ.(t) +c1.r1(t).(pdi(t)‐xdi(t)) + c2.r2 (t).
(pdg(t)‐xdi(t))
(1)

This proposed fusion method accepts two
input images of different modality say CT and
MRI. Then those input images are decomposed
into high sub band and low sub band
respectively using DDWT algorithm and high
coefficient are selected using either averaging
method and PSO is used to find scalar weight
to find optimal coefficient for fused image.
finally inverse DDWT is performed to get
resultant fused image.
IV. RESULTS

Dataset description:
This section describes different modality input
images for experimental or demonstration
purpose. Images of modality like MRI
considered for fusion process one is MRI‐T1
and MRI‐T2 of which are gray scale images.
Both input images are having GIF format and of
size 9.06KB and 9.36KB respectively. Also
images have dimensions of 169×204 pixels and
166×201 pixels which are registered images.

xdi(t+1)=xdi(t)+Vdi(t+1)
(2)
Where t = iteration counter, ɷ = is the inertia
weight controlling the impact of the previous
velocity,c1 and c2 = learning constant , r1 and
r2=random variables in the range[0,1],pi=best
position of particle i, pg=best position of all
particles within iteration t.
Step 6: Stop if the current approximate solution
can be accepted or the stopping criterion is
satisfied. Otherwise, jump to Step 2 [11].
Proposed fusion method model:
Fig.2.MRI‐T1.gif
Fig.3.MRI‐T2.gif
Similarly gray scale images of CT and CT‐1
modality can be used for same process with
size of 9.79KB and 6.89KB respectively with
dimensions of 177×228 pixels and 164×207
pixels.

Fig.1. Proposed fusion method Design
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OCE(IA,IB,F)=(CE(IA,F)+CE(IB,F))/2
(5)
4. Root Mean Square Error (RMSE): RMSE value
is calculated between the reconstructed image
and original image for every fusion performed
and present resulting error as a percentage of
the mean intensity of the original image [6].
RMSE=√(1/(M/N))[∑X∑Y(Itrue(x,y)–used(x,y))]
(6)

Fig.4. CT.gif
Fig.5.CT‐1.gif
Result Description:
This section briefly describes several
quantitative measure for visual as well quality
evaluation of resultant fused image. The visual
analysis alone cannot be only the criteria for
quality evaluation.
1. Peak signal to noise ratio (PSNR): PSNR is
defined as the ratio between the signal and the
noise. PSNR is computed as[2]
m n
PSNR=20log 10[L2/1(m×n) ∑∑[R (i,j)‐(i,j)]2]
(3)
i=1 j=1
A higher value of PSNR gives better fusion
results.
2. Signal to Noise Ratio (SNR): It is defined as
the ratio of mean pixel value to that of
standard deviation of the corresponding pixel
values. It gives the contrast information of the
image Higher value of SNR indicates more
contrast.[2]
SNR=Mean/StandardDeviation
(4)
3. Overall cross entropy (OCE): OCE measure
difference between the input images and the
fused image. Lower the value better is the
fusion results obtained. It is given as[2]

5. Entropy (EN): Entropy is often calculated to
measure the information content of the image.
A higher value of entropy display better fusion
results. The entropy of an image is calculated
using the formulae:[9]
L‐1
EN=‐∑pilog2pi
(7)
i=0
From above qualitative measure we can predict
expected result will be as follows: Exiting result
and Expected results are provided by
considering dataset images of Brain say MRI‐
T1.gif and CT.gif
TABLE I
EXPECTED RESULTS
Quality
Measure

Exiting Result

Expected
result with
proposed
model

PSNR

47.6414

>47.6414

SNR

0.4576

>0.4576

OCE

1.0705

<1.0705

RMSE

5.6665

<5.6665

EN

6.6090

>6.6090

V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE SCOPE

In our paper new technique of multimodality
image fusion which combines the DDWT and
PSO is presented. Our proposed method will
give outperformed result using DDWT and PSO.
Also proposed system overcome shift
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invarience effect and ensures better quality
fused image. Also researcher has scope to
develop more reliable fusion technique using
Multifocus images or Multiresolution images
for motion picture and in scene mixing as well
as we can extend our research for 3D image
fusion.
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Abstract— Cloud Computing is the delivery of
computing services over the Internet. Cloud
computing at present generation aims to
provide the data centers and enables
application service providers to lease data
center capabilities for deploying applications,
depending on user Quality of Service (QOS)
requirements. Cloud applications have
different configurations, compositions and
deployment requirements. Measuring the
performance of resource allocation policies
and application scheduling algorithms at finer
details in Cloud computing environments is
one of the challenging problems to tackle. In
this paper the CloudSim architecture,
CloudSim life cycle is explained and also the
scheduling methods like Time‐Space shared
scheduling method and FIFO based scheduling
method are proposed and evaluated. This
analysis helps in virtual to real deployment
and would be easier and accurate.
Index Terms—CloudSim, Cloud Computing,
Cloud Applications, Application Scheduling.
I. INTRODUCTION
Cloud Computing is one of the technologies
which provides secured and efficient services
over the internet. Cloud computing at present
generation aims to provide the data centers
and it enables the application service providers
to lease data center capabilities for deploying
applications depending on users QOS

requirements. Cloud services which are now
available allow businesses and individuals to
use software and hardware which are managed
by third parties somewhere located at remote
locations. Cloud Computing is mainly used for
providing a service to the consumer, it is “pay
as per use” service. Cloud Computing provides
services such as Software as a Service (SaaS),
Platform as a service (PaaS) and Infrastructure
as a service (IaaS). Now a day’s the internet is
fast growing, the individuals and big
organizations are finding new ways to reduce
the cost of implementation, storage or
communication.
Cloud Computing has basically two parts, the
First part is of Client Side and the second part is
of Server Side. The Client Side requests to the
Servers and the Server responds to the Clients.
The request from the client firstly goes to the
Master Processor of the Server Side. The
Master Processor have many Slave Processors,
the master processor sends that request to any
one of the Slave Processor which is free at that
time. All Processors are busy in their assigned
job and none of the Processor gets Idle.
In Cloud Computing Job Scheduling is a very
difficult due to its parallel and distributed
environment. The order in which work is
performed in the computer system is called
Scheduling. Job may be distributed among
more than one virtual machine, so it is difficult
to determine the job completion time.
To host an application in cloud environment
requires
complex
deployment
and
composition, and to evaluate the implemented
model in repeated manner is very tedious and
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costly process. So simulation tools like
CloudSim are used to model Cloud Computing
systems and application environment. The
CloudSim is an extensible simulation toolkit
that enables simulation and modeling of Cloud
Computing environments. The CloudSim toolkit
supports for modeling and creation of one or
more virtual machines (VMs) on a simulated
node of a Data Center, jobs, and their mapping
to suitable VMs. It also allows simulation of
multiple Data Centers to enable a study on
federation and associated policies for migration
of VMs for reliability and automatic scaling of
applications.
CloudSim provides lots of benefits to IT
companies or an individual who wants to
deploy his services through cloud. CloudSim
has the following important properties [09]:
 CloudSim helps to simulate and model
the data center, Cloud Computing
environments.
 CloudSim provides a self‐contained
platform
for
modelling
clouds,
provisioning, service brokers and
allocation policies.
 CloudSim provides support for simulation
of network connections among the
simulated system resources.
 CloudSim provides facility for simulation
of federated cloud environment that
inter‐networks resources.
These features show that CloudSim aids in
developing the cloud environments and it uses
sequential algorithms [10] like FCFS to allocate
the resources. This sequential way may not
match with the real world requirements
because there are different types of
requirement in the real world that must be
categorized and allocation should be done
based on different categories. So there is need
to refine the algorithm and architecture of
CloudSim so that every experiment using this
simulator can be compared directly to the
physical set up of cloud environment. By doing
this the cost and time of cloud implementation
can be reduced.

CloudSim Simulation Environment: CloudSim
frame work does the following things, firstly
entity will be created which is named as CIS
(Cloud Information Service), and this is the kind
of registry that contains the resources that are
available on the cloud. So CIS takes care of
registry of the data center. Now data center is
required to be registered and this registration
process will be done with the CIS. Data center
will be having some characteristics.
Characteristics are basically for the hosts, each
host will have some hardware configurations
like number of processing elements, RAM,
Bandwidth etc.
The cloud environment basically works on
virtualization which differs from other
technologies like parallel computing, grid
computing etc. So virtualization says that the
host will be virtualized into the number of
machines, so each virtual machine will have the
parameter.
It requires registering the datacenter with the
CIS, as per the CloudSim frame work. Once
above all process is done it is required to have
the broker which will submit tasks to the data
centers. Broker is basically an entity which at
the initial stage talks to CIS and retrieves the
resource information which is registered with
the CIS about data centers, so the information
so passed is called data center characteristics,
now the broker will be having all the
characteristics of the data centers. Refer to the
Figure 01 below:

Figure 01: CloudSim Simulation Environment
Broker will have some tasks which are named
as Cloudlet(s), so set of cloudlets will be
submitted to the broker. The broker directly
interacts with the data center and assigns the
cloudlet to some of the virtual machines which
are running on the host. This is the basic
framework or basic model which the CloudSim
simulation tool which provide us. CloudSim
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simulation tool takes care of lot of behavior’s
which are connected to all of the components,
so the components are basically called as
entities.
The above model works on various kinds of
policies. We can submit more than one task to
the virtual machines but overall processing is to
be done is on the physical machine because the
virtual machines share the resource of the
physical machine. All the resources will be
provided to the virtual machines on the basis of
the policies i.e. virtual machine scheduler
policies. So there are three different kinds of
policies.
1. VM allocation policy.
2. VM scheduler policy.
3. Cloudlet scheduler policy.
So all the policies are either time shared or
space shared.
II.

RELATED WORK

Harjit Singh has discussed about the evolution
process of cloud computing, characteristics of
Cloud, current technologies adopted in cloud
computing and they also presented a
comparative study of cloud computing
platforms (Amazon, Google and Microsoft), and
its challenges. Cloud computing is the delivery
of computing services over the Internet [01].
Qi Zhang has presented a survey of cloud
computing, highlighting its key concepts,
architectural principles and state‐of‐the‐art
implementation as well as research challenges.
The aim of the paper is to provide a better
understanding of the design challenges of
cloud computing and identify important
research directions in this increasingly
important area [02].
Monica Gahlawat, Priyanka Sharma have
described about the basic information about
the Cloud Computing and its various services
and models like SaaS, IaaS and PaaS. They also
described about the deploying models of Cloud
Computing and Virtualization services [03].
Rodrigo N. Calheiros, Rajiv Ranja, Anton
Beloglazov, Rajkumar Buyya, A. F. De Rose
have described about the various web based
application related to Cloud Computing [04].

Anthony Sulistio, Rajkumar Buyya have
described about the Scheduling. They said
Scheduling is a process of finding the efficient
mapping of tasks to the suitable resources so
that execution can be completed such as
minimization of execution time as specified by
customers. They described various types of
Scheduling like Static, Dynamic, Centralized,
Hierarchical, Distributed, Cooperative, Non‐
Cooperative Scheduling. They also described
Scheduling problem in Cloud and the types of
users like CCU (Cloud Computing Customers)
and CCSP (Cloud Computing Service Providers)
[05].
Catalin L. Dumitrescu, Ian Foster have
described about the Simulation techniques and
the CloudSim. They described the various
features of CloudSim like it supports for
modeling and simulation for large scale of
cloud computing infrastructure including data
centers on a single physical computing node
[06].
Henri Casanova, Arnaud Legrand have
described about the optimization criterion that
is used when making scheduling decision and
represents the goals of the scheduling process.
The criterion is expressed by the value of
objective function which allows us to measure
the quality of computed solution and compare
it with different solution [07].
Saul Berman, Lynn Kesterson‐Townes,
Anthony Marshall and Rohini Srivathsa have
described about the Quality of Service that is
the ability to provide different jobs and users,
or to guarantee a certain level of performance
to a job. If the QoS mechanism is supported it
allows the user to specify desired performance
for their jobs. In system with limited resources
the QoS support results in additional cost
which is related to the complexity of QoS
requests and the efficiency of the scheduler
when dealing with them [08].
III. SIMULATION WORK
Here it is explained about how actually the
simulation works and for each module the code
is included. Initially it is required to set the
number of users; this will directly correlates
with the broker count.
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1. Requires the initialization of common
variables.
CloudSim.init(num_user,
calendar,
trace_flag);
2. Data center must be created, this in turn
will lead to the creation of host,
characteristics (Parameters: Processing
Elements, RAM, BW etc.)
Datacenter
datacenter0
=
createDatacenter("Datacenter_0");
3. Datacenter broker instance is required to
be created.
DatacenterBroker
broker
=
createBroker();
int brokerId = broker.getId();
4. Virtual machines (Parameters: Processing
Elements, RAM, BW etc.) instances is
required to be created.
Vm vm1 = new Vm(vmid, brokerId,
mips, pesNumber, ram, bw, size, vmm,
new CloudletSchedulerSpaceShared());
5. Virtual machines which are created are
submitted to the broker.
broker.submitVmList(vmlist);
6. Requires specifying the cloudlet(s) which
are created with the certain
parameters.
Cloudlet cloudlet = new Cloudlet(id,
length, pesNumber, fileSize, outputSize,
utilizationModel,
utilizationModel,
utilizationModel);
7. Cloudlets which are created are
submitted to the broker. So now broker
has both Cloudlets and Virtual
machines. Cloudlets will be mapped to
the virtual machines through broker.
broker.submitCloudletList(cloudletList);
broker.bindCloudletToVm(cloudlet.getC
loudletId(),vm.getId());
8. Start Simulation function is called.
9. Stop Simulation function is called.
10. Prints the status of the simulation.
Data Center consists of different Hosts and the
Host manages the VM Scheduler and VMs.
Cloudlet Scheduler determines how the
available CPU resources of virtual machine are
divided among Cloudlets. There are two types
of policies:

1] Space‐Shared (Cloudlet Scheduler Space
Shared): This is used for assigning specific CPU
cores to specific VMs.
2] Time‐Shared (Cloudlet Scheduler Time
Shared): This is used to dynamically distribute
the capacity of a core among VMs.
Whenever the cloudlets are deployed on VMs,
both the Time shared and Space Shared is
incorporated.
IV.

PROPOSED FRAMEWORK

Cloud computing is a “pay as you go” service.
It is not easy to deploy the simulated work
directly to the real world because cloud
services are layered services and it takes
additional scenarios also into consideration.
For example when we are providing a service
as cloud, we have several tasks that have
higher priorities and needed to be finished first
and there will be some other tasks which are
defined earlier and needed to be performed
according to the scheduled time. In the
CloudSim simulation toolkit, the VMs are
created and are allocated based on the
requirement of the hosts. An application is
developed which simulates the cloud and
performs Tasks Allocation to the VMs on the
basis of FCFS (First‐Come‐First‐Served)
Scheduling Policy, in the Cloud.
The proposed architecture is given as Figure
02:

Figure 02: FCFS task allocation in CloudSim

Our FCFS scheduling will be having a
Datacenter Broker that implements the FCFS
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Task Scheduling Policy. The different Entities in
our application are:
 FCFS
 FCFS Broker
 Datacenter Creator
 VMs Creator
 Tasks or Cloudlet Creator
FCFS: This entity creates the Datacenter and
creates the VMs and creates the Cloudlets or
Tasks by calling respective other entities. Once
all of them are created, VMs and Tasks are
submitted to the FCFS Broker.
FCFS Broker: This is a Datacenter Broker and it
schedules the tasks to the VMs on the basis of
FCFS policy. The tasks are got from the FCFS
Entity.
Datacenter Creator: This entity is used to
create Datacenter(s).
VMs Creator: This entity creates the specified
number of VMs given by the user.
Cloudlet Creator: This entity creates the
specified number of tasks.
Thus, we can perform task allocation to the
VMs on the basis of FCFS (First‐Come‐First
Served) Scheduling Policy in the Cloud.
V.

RESULTS AND ANALYSIS

The type of scheduling policy used here is Time
shared /Space Shared allocation policy. The
simulation gives the timing performance as
shown in the Table 01, referring to this table
and considering the cloudlet performance of
3200sec, compared to the one without multiple
cloudlets sharing the work, we get a speed up
of 2. The speed up is given by the ratio of
timing measurement without using multiple
cloudlets sharing the work, over the timing
with sharing.
Therefore Speedup = 800*8/3200
= 6400/3200
=2
Total No. of
Cloudlets
1

Timing Performance
(Sec)
800

2

1600

8

3200

Table 01: Timing performance of different
number of cloudlets
Speed up obtained is low compared to the
ideal speed up. Therefore alternate
mechanisms for improving performance such
as FCFS method is experimented in CloudSim.
The FCFS scheduling is implemented and
comparison of which is made with the
performance of Time‐Space shared scheduling
of 8 cloudlets is given in Table 02. These
simulation runs are carried out for 8 cloudlets
and 2 VMs.
Scheduling Policy

Timing(Sec)

Time‐Shared
Scheduling
FCFS

3200
20.1

Table 02: Time taken to execute the cloudlets
based on the scheduling policy.
The FCFS Scheduling takes 20.1sec for
executing all 8 cloudlets. Further we can
improve the execution time by using different
scheduling policies like priority based
scheduling policy.
Screen Shots for the Simulation runs
corresponding to the results shown in Table 02
are given below in Figure 03 and Figure 04:
The simulation output displays the following
information. The CloudSim toolkit is initialized
and then datacenters are started, broker will
be starting, Entities are started. Broker creates
the VMs in the Datacenter and is created in the
particular Host. Broker sends the cloudlets to
the VMs. Cloudlets get executed and time at
which the cloudlets got executed is sent back
to broker. After when all cloudlets are
executed all VMs are destroyed. Broker shuts
down. Cloud Information Service (CIS) notifies
to all entities to shut down. Simulation gets
completed and status about the simulation is
displayed.
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Abstract— This paper is focused on practical
securing Linux production systems. It discusses
basic Linux Security requirements for systems
that need to pass various audits in an
enterprise environment. This Linux Security is
intended for a technical audience, Linux
system administrators, and security people in
corporations and organizations that have to
use commercial Linux distributions for their
production environment
Index Terms— iptables,RPM,inittab , boot
script
INTRODUCTION
There is a need to make Linux production
systems compliant with various audit
requirements; the system can offer a good
baseline and starting point. The main objective
of the system is to discuss basic Linux security
requirements including account policies for
production systems that are being audited [1].
Physical Security
Physical security should be of the utmost
concern. Linux production servers should be in
locked datacenters where only people with
passed security checks have access. But
physical security is out of scope for this article.
Verifying Security Action Items
To improve security, there are scripts available
which can verify that all security action items
have been executed. Even the best sys admins
can make mistakes and miss steps. In case of

larger Linux environment, it would be a good
investment to write scripts for checking Linux
security action items.
Retiring Linux Servers with Sensitive Data
To retire servers with sensitive data, it is
important to ensure that data cannot be
recovered from the hard disks. To ensure that
all traces of data are removed, the Disk
Sanitizer tool can be used...
Backups
In the event of the system being compromised,
the backups become invaluable. In cases like
bugs, accidents etc. backups can be used to
compare you current system against your
backed‐up system. For production systems it is
very important to take some Backups offsite for
cases like disasters. For legal reasons, some
firms and organizations must be careful about
backing up too much information and holding it
too long.
Disk Partitions
Servers should have separate partitions for at
least /, /boot, /usr, /var, /tmp, and /home. It is
not desirable to fill logging and temporary
space under /var and /tmp using up space of all
the root partition. Third party applications
should be on separate file systems as well, e.g.
under /opt.
Firewall (iptables)
The system will not cover iptablesmost
companies use hardware based firewalls to
protect their servers in a production network,
which is strongly recommended for such
environments.
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Kernel Security Features
Virtual Address Space Randomization:
Starting with the 2.6.x kernel releases Linux
now uses address‐space randomization
technique to mitigate buffer overflows.
SELinux
SELinux is an advanced technology for securing
Linux systems. Hardening Linux using SELinux
technology, on its own, warrants its own
security[2] .
FTP, telnet, and rlogin (rsh)
FTP, telnet, and rlogin (rsh) are vulnerable to
eavesdropping, which is one of the reasons
why SSH/SCP/SFTP should be used.
I. PROBLEM STATEMENT
At the heart of Linux system is the Linux kernel
and operating system. Combined, these form
the base level of the system on which all the
applications run. Comparatively speaking, the
Linux operating system and kernel are actually
reasonably secure. A large number of security
features are built in the kernel, and a variety of
security‐related tools and features come with
most distributions or are available in
open‐source form. Additionally, Linux offers
exceptional control over whom, how, and what
resources and applications users can access.
The security of the system depends on a wide
variety of configuration elements both at the
operating system level and at the application
level [3].
Additionally, the Linux operating system and
kernel are complex and not always easy to
configure. In fact, Linux systems are nearly
infinitely configurable, and subtle configuration
changes can have significant security
implications. Thus, some security exposures
and vulnerabilities are not always immediately
obvious, and a lack of understanding about the
global impact of changing configuration
elements can lead to inadvertent exposures.
Furthermore, security on Linux systems never
stays static. Once secured, the system does not
perpetually stay secure. Indeed, the longer the
system runs, the less secure it becomes. This
can happen through operational or functional

changes exposing the threats or through new
exploits being discovered in packages and
applications. Securing the system is an ongoing
and living process.
Many distributions come prepackaged or
preconfigured with a recommended default set
of packages, applications, and settings. Usually
this configuration is based on the author or
vendor understanding what their end user
requires of the distribution. Generally speaking,
a lot of this preconfiguration is useful and
enhances the potential security of the system;
for example, Red Hat comes preconfigured to
use Pluggable Authentication Modules (or
PAM) for a variety of authentication processes.
But sometimes this preconfiguration opens
security holes or is poorly designed from a
security perspective [4].
For example, as a result of the vendor’s desire
to make it easy to set the system up the
vendors may install, configure, and start
applications or services. Red Hat automatically
configures and starts Send mail as part of the
default installation options.
To be able to address different security issues,
there is a need to have a solid understanding of
the underlying basic security requirements of
the system [5].
II. LITERATURE SURVEY
Thus we found that the linux security is centred
on the how these security parameters are set
and how configurations files are configured.
Each server has its own configuration file and
proper configuration of these files lead to good
security of particular server. To achieve high
security admin need to have very careful about
configuring all security related configuration
attributes and there high security attributes
values[6][7][8].Thus high security is achieves
through proper configuration of system, server
and services configuration files and applying
security related parameters. The summary of
the vulnerabilities, attacks and defense
mechanisms is given below:
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Table 1: Vulnerabilities of workstation security
and remedy
Sr
No
1.

2.

3.

Vulnerability

Attacks

No separate
partition for
/boot, /,
/home, /tmp,
and /var/tmp

System crash
and data loss

Unnecessary
software‘s

Software
vulnerability
attack

Install minimum
software‘s

maliciously
altered
package

System
instability
,System crash
and data loss,
data still
Stealing/Chan
ging Data
Using a
Bootable
Linux CD
Access as root
user without
password
change its
configuration
or to gather
information
using the cat
command.

Install Signed
Packages

4.

No BIOS
password

5.

Single User
Mode access

6.

Access to the
GRUB
Console

7

Access to
Insecure
Operating
Systems

If it is a
dual‐boot
system, an
attacker can
select an
operating
system at
boot time (for
example,
DOS)

Countermeasur
e
Create separate
partition for
/boot, /, /home,
/tmp, and
/var/tmp

Table 2: Network Security vulnerabilities and
countermeasures

Sr
No

Vulnerability

Attacks

Countermeas
ure

1.

OS
fingerprinting

Place
banner

2.

Local
log
monitoring

Get
os
information
like OS version
etc.
Remove of log
entries and log
files

3.

Insecure
Services FTP ,
Telnet
Transmit
Usernames
and
Passwords
Over
a
Network
Unencrypted

1) Get user
name
and
password.
2) Denial of
Service Attacks
(DoS)

1) Avoid these
services and
use
behind
the firewall
2)
Use
tcp_wrappers
and xinetd
3) Use SSH

4.

/etc/sysctl.co

1) SYN Attack
2) IP Source
Routing
3) IP Spoofing
4) Broadcasts
Request

Properly
configure
/etc/sysctl.co
nf

Give BIOS
password

Password
protecting BIOS

nf
configuration
file
vulnerability

Password
protecting GRUB

Password
protecting GRUB

login

Remote log
monitoring

Table 3: Server Security vulnerabilities and
countermeasures.
Sr
No

Vulnerability

1.

FTP
i) Anonymous
access
ii) Too many
user access

Attacks

Countermeasure

1) Unauthorized
access
2) Denial of
Service Attacks
(DoS)

1) Apply proper
security parameter
2)
Apply
DOS
security
parameters

Use passphrase

2.

ssh password

Cracking
password

3.

Unauthorized
websites

Unauthorized
access

of

Authenticate
website
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IV. PROPOSED SYSTEM
The Linux security is centered on how the
configuration is made. Configuration files for
various system processes, application and
servers play the vital role in hardening the
Linux. Configuration file contains various
security related attributes that need to be
considered while at the time of configuration
of particular application, process and server.
The authors have focused on various
configuration files that are critical from security
perspective and security attributes present in
such configuration files. The following Fig. 1.1
shows the detail description about how to
make Linux more secure so that impact of
security breach can be minimum.
The Linux Hardening model consists of three
modules which makes the Linux more secure
from the attackers which are:

entire logs by default placed at different
location. This module collects the log from
these various places and generates report. This
generated report is useful for finding the
vulnerability. Generated report is given to the
security module.
3.

Security Module

This module collects the vulnerability report
and log analysis report and applies security. By
looking vulnerability report this module get the
vulnerable configuration files and modify them
with best security practice. Similarly by looking
log analysis report this module apply the
security attributes accordingly. This model is
actually responsible for modifying the
configuration files and making the Linux more
secure.

1. Vulnerability check module
2. Log Analysis Module
3. Security Module
1. Vulnerability check module
As Mentioned in the literature survey there are
various configuration files such as system
configuration file and server configuration files
which contains attributes that are critical. This
module will check such configuration files and
scan for attribute which are important from
security perspective. This module check current
attribute value with best security value
required for that attribute. If current
configured value is not a best security value
then it will consider it as vulnerability and
generates the vulnerability report. Generated
report is given to the security module.
2. Log Analysis Module
Linux system consists of very strong logging
mechanism maintains the log for kernel,
servers, users, system processes etc. These

Figure : Linux Hardening Model
V. CONCLUSION

To increase reliance on powerful, networked
computers to help run businesses and keep
track of personal information, entire industries
have been formed around the practice of
network and computer security. Enterprises
have solicited the knowledge and skills of
security experts to properly audit systems and
tailor solutions to fit the operating
requirements of their organization Most of the
organizations are increasingly dynamic in
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nature, their workers are accessing critical
company IT resources locally and remotely,
hence the need for secure computing
environments has become more pronounced.
This paper describes how to simply,
consistently, and practically secure the Linux
environment.
Thus the Linux security is centered on proper
system.
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Abstract— This paper presents a new design of
3 transistor XOR by using Double Gate
MOSFET. Proposed gate has been designed
using Independent Driven Double Gate and
compared with 3T XOR implemented using
Symmetrical Driven Double Gate in sub
threshold region. The simulation and
comparison analysis results in to low power
consumption of the proposed design with
various performance parameters. The entire
simulation has been carried out on EDA tool at
45nm process technology.
Index Terms—3T XOR, IDDG, MOSFET, SDDG
I.

INTRODUCTION

In 1965 Gordon Moore [1] predicted that the
number of transistors per chip mould be just
doubled in approximately two years. When
channel length of the device shrinks, the close
proximity between Drain to Source reduce the
ability of the Gate electrode to control the
potential distribution and flow of current in the
channel. So, conventional bulk MOSFET cannot
be scaled down at lower nanometer
technologies to achieve low power systems.
The Double Gate MOSFET is electrostatically
superior to a Single Gate MOSFET because two
gates are used to control the channel from both
sides. The two gates together control roughly
twice as much current as a single gate [2]. The
current driving capability of Double Gate
MOSFET is twice that of planner CMOS and
hence Double Gate MOSFET can be operated at

much lower input and threshold voltage [3].
Depending upon the way that gate voltage are
applied, Double Gate MOSFET may be
categorized as 2 types: A Double Gate MOSFET
is said to be symmetric when both gates have
the same work function and a single input
voltage is applied to both gates, otherwise it is
called Asymmetric Double Gate MOSFET [4].
As MOS integrated circuit technology has
evolved to exploit smaller device structures, it
has become progressively more important in
recent years to look more closely at the minority
carriers present under the gate when the gate
voltage is less than threshold voltage, i.e. in
what is called the “Sub‐threshold” region [5].
These carriers cannot be totally neglected, and
play an important role in device and circuit
performance. It is recognized that they also
enable a very useful mode of MOSFET
operation, and that the sub‐threshold region of
operation is an important as the traditional cut‐
off, linear and saturation region of operation.
XOR gate is basic building block of digital circuits
like 1‐bit Full‐Adder, Subtractor, and Multiplier
[6]. The new proposed 3T XOR Gate with IDDG
MOSFET fulfill the demand of sub threshold
operation at various operating conditions. To
construct Double Gate, two single gate MOSFET
Transistors have been connected in parallel in
such a way their Source and Drain are connected
together [7].
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The paper ordered as follows: Basic
introduction about Double Gate MOSFET is
including in session I. Session II illustrates the 3T
XOR Gate by using SDDG MOSFET. Session III
contain new design of 3T XOR Gate driven by
Independent Driven Double Gate MOSFET.
Session VI show simulations and comparison of
SDDG and IDDG MOSFET designs and session V
conclude the paper.
II. 3T XOR GATE DESIGN USING
SYMMETRICALLY DRIVEN DOUBLE GATE
MOSFET

III. PROPOSED 3T XOR GATE DESIGN USING
INDEPENDENT DRIVEN DOUBLE GATE MOSFET
Fig. 2 shows the schematic of 3T XOR Gate
designed using Independent Driven Double
Gate MOSFET. This design comprises of two p‐
types Double Gate MOSFET and one n‐type
Double Gate MOSFET. As IDDG gives the liberty
of biasing the two gates independently
therefore taking such benefit in the proposed
design, the two gates of M2 transistor has been
connected with each other whereas M1 and M3
have different gate biasing.

Fig. 1 show the 3T XOR Gate circuit Design using
Symmetrically Driven Double Gate MOSFET.
This SDDG XOR Gate has been designed as the
modified version of single Gate 3T XOR Gate
design [8].

Fig. 2 Schematic of 3T XOR gate using IDDG
MOSFET

Fig. 1 Schematic of 3T XOR gate using SDDG
MOSFET
The operation of SDDG design is like a 2‐input
XOR Gate. Unlike conventional single gate
MOSFET in SDDG design has double control of
gate of both n‐SDDG MOSFET and p‐SDDG
MOSFET that leads to enhance the performance
in term of Ion and Ioff current. In this circuit
minimum sizing is used for n‐SDDG MOSFET and
p‐SDDG MOSFET transistors are taken as 1/1.

In the circuit shown in Fig. 2 back gate of M1
is connected to VDD as well as back gate of M3
is connected to Ground unlike in Fig. 1 where all
the transistors are connected with varying
inputs. Because of these fixed back gates in the
proposed design the power consuming
transitions will be less which results in to less
switching activity and hence less power
consumption in compare to its peer designs. The
aspect ratio of all the transistors has been
chosen (1/1), increasing beyond this increases
the power consumption as well as on‐chip area
with no betterment in threshold loss. Hence, to
achieve low power design such aspect ratio i.e.;
(1/1) is the best suitable option.
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IV. SIMULATIONS AND COMPARISON
Both the circuits have been simulated using
EDA tool at 45nm process technology in sub
threshold region with same testing conditions.
A. Variation with Voltage
For performing sub threshold operation
supply voltage is taken less than the threshold
voltage. The input voltage variation range is
from 0.16V to 0.26V. Comparison is taken at
room temperature i.e. 25oC and 100MHz
frequency.

In Fig. 4 it is shown that power consumption
changes with varying Frequency. Initially at 100
MHz the difference in power consumption of
the two designs is less but as the frequency
increased this gap also increases significantly.
This as a result depicts that the proposed design
will be a better option for high frequency
applications.

Fig. 4 Power consumption with varying
Frequency
C. Variation with Temperature
Fig. 3 Power Consumption with increasing
Voltage
The graph shown in Fig. 3 illustrates that the
power consumption of proposed IDDG 3T XOR is
approximately 21% less than the SDDG XOR cell
which experimentally supports the text in
Section III. Therefore, the proposed XOR cell can
be a better option for low power device design.

Variations with temperature are compared at
constant frequency 100MHz and input voltage
0.2V. Temperature variation range is taken from
‐10oC to 80oC.

B. Variation with frequency
On increasing the operating frequency power
consumption also increases as both the
performance parameters are proportional to
each other [9], the same has also been
supported by the simulation results plotted in
the graphical form in Fig.4. For performing sub
threshold operation input voltage has been
taken 0.2V at room temperature 25oC.
Frequency variation range is taken from
100MHz to 350MHz.

Fig. 5 Power consumption with increasing
Temperature
As the simulations have been carried out in sub
threshold region i.e.; voltage applied is much
less than the threshold voltage of the MOSFETs,
therefore, electric field generated is also less. At
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low electric field current and temperature are
proportional with each other. Hence, as a result
power consumption increases with increase in
temperature [10].
Fig. 5 shows that increase in temperature
shrinks the gap between power consumption of
IDDG XOR cell and SDDG XOR cell is but keeping
the proposed design at lower scale i.e.; 15% less
as compared to SDDG 3T XOR Gate design.
Therefore, the proposed XOR cell is more
temperature sustainable in comparison to SDDG
cell.
V. CONCLUSION
To implement new topologies, conventional
MOSFET devices have been replaced with
Double Gate MOSFET devices which show
improved performance. By simulation results it
has been demonstrated that IDDG MOSFET is
more promising for future ultra‐low power
systems in comparison to SDDG MOSFET.
Comparison of SDDG XOR gate with proposed
IDDG XOR cell show that the XOR designed using
IDDG MOSFET outperforms in sub threshold
operation. The circuits have been compared at
45nm technology in sub threshold region for
various operating conditions. The analysis of the
simulated results confirms the practicability of
IDDG MOSFET technique in digital circuits
design.
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Abstract—Graphene has shown high mobility,
high saturation velocity, high gain, good thermal
and electric properties still it is not found
suitable to replace the silicon technology. The
reason behind this is the lack of band gap and no
current saturation. This paper reviews the
different techniques used for inducing band gap
in the material so that it can be used for logic
purpose as well as its characteristics which
makes it suitable for storage purpose.
Index Terms—band gap
I. INTRODUCTION
Si technology is reaching to its physical limit.
The scaling of CMOS results in short channel
effect which limits further scaling. Hence
researchers are searching for new materials
which can be used in place of Si. Many
materials available each one has their own
limitation. The Graphene is also one of the
materials which can replace Si in near future.
Graphene has good mobility, temperature
stability which can be used as channel material
in MOSFET. Graphene is band less material
which makes it unsuitable for switching
function [2]. But it shows good RF
characteristics which makes it suitable for RF
application. But still research is going on to
make it suitable for digital function.

II.
function

Limitation of graphene for logic

Due to absence of Band gap graphene
transistor cannot be used for switching function.
Wide research is going on to make the graphene

transistor suitable for switching function some of
them mentioned below.
A. By dimension constraining
Different techniques used for inducing the band
gap the most popular is constraining one
dimension of large‐area graphene thus forming
narrow graphene nanoribbon (GNRs) [3],[4].The
band gap depends on chirality one with chirality
(16,0) shows 0.71eV band gap but with chirality
(14,0) shows 0.13eV . GNR MOSFETs with on‐off
ratios exceeding 106 have successfully been
fabricated [1]. However, ribbons having a width
well below 10 nanometers
are needed for a gap ensuring good switch‐off [6,
1] and this represents a serious processing
challenge.
The two ideal GNR types are armchair (ac) and
zigzag (zz) nanoribbons. It has been predicted
that these two GNR configurations show a
bandgap (EG) that depends on the GNR width
roughly according to band gap is inversely
proportional to ribbon width [4]. The gap opening
has been verified experimentally for ribbons with
widths down to about 1 nm [4]. But it has also
seen by introducing band gap mobility decreases
in large amount. Moreover, the gap opening in
GNRs is accompanied by a dramatic mobility
reduction and irregular ribbon edges deteriorate
transistor performance. A recent experiment [3]
demonstrated that all sub‐10 nm GNRs are
semiconducting due to the edge effects, which
make them more attractive for electronic device
applications. Both the results indicate that the
3NN (Third Neighbor neighbor )interaction and
the edge bond relaxation effects both result in a
decrease of the band structure‐limited velocity a
high energies.3NN interaction and the edge bond
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relaxation are responsible for opening a band gap
with roughly equal contribution from each effect.
For an AGNR(Arm chair GNR) with an index of
m=3p, the band gap decreases and the ON
current increases whereas for an AGNR with an
index of m=3p+1, the quantum capacitance
increases and the ON current decreases[7] [4].
B. By doping
If undoped, a bilayer of graphene sheets is
considered a semimetal, a material in which the
conduction and valence bands slightly overlap in
energy. When the researchers first synthesized
their bilayer graphene films onto the silicon
carbide substrate, the graphene became a weak
n‐type semiconductor, having a slight excess of
negatively charged electrons; the interface layer
acquired an excess of conduction electrons from
the substrate, creating a small bandgap.
Potassium atoms deposited onto the graphene
donated their valence electrons to the graphene's
surface layer, initially closing the bandgap.
However, as the potassium deposition continued,
the bandgap was reopened by the excess of
electron charge‐carriers on the graphene’s
surface layer. Progressive potassium deposition
further enhanced the n‐type doping. These
results demonstrate that by controlling the
carrier density in a bilayer of graphene, the
occupation of electronic states near the Fermi
level (EF) and the magnitude of the gap between
the valence band and conduction band can be
manipulated. This control over the band structure
suggests the potential application of bilayer
graphene to switching functions in electronic
devices with a thickness of only two atomic layers
[5].
C. By applying electric field to bilayer graphene
As with monolayer graphene, bilayer graphene
also has a zero bandgap and thus behaves like a
metal. Previously, in 2006, researchers at the ALS
observed a bandgap in bilayer graphene in which
one of the layers was chemically doped by
adsorbed metal atoms. But such chemical doping
is uncontrolled and not compatible with device

applications but a bandgap can be introduced if a
perpendicular electric displacement field is
applied to the two layers; the material then
behaves like a semiconductor. A team of
researchers from Berkeley has engineered a
bandgap in bilayer graphene that can be precisely
controlled from 0 to 250 meV. With precision
control of its bandgap over a wide range, plus
independent manipulation of its electronic states
through electrical doping, dual‐gated bilayer
graphene becomes a remarkably flexible tool for
Nano scale electronic devices. Researchers then
tried to tune[5][12]. But when such a field is
applied with a single gate (electrode), the bilayer
becomes insulating only at temperatures below 1
K, near absolute zero—suggesting a bandgap
value much lower than predicted by theory.

Fig. 1 Schematic depictions of graphene crystal
structure (lattices), conduction band (blue cones
and curves), valence band (yellow cones and
curves), and Fermi level (dotted lines). Top:
Monolayer graphene. Center: Bilayer graphene.
Bottom: A bandgap (Δ) is induced in bilayer
graphene by an external electric field (arrows).
To better understand exactly what was
happening electronically, the Berkeley team built
a two‐gated bilayer device, which allowed them
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to independently adjust the electronic bandgap
and the charge doping. The device was a
dual‐gated field‐effect transistor (FET), a type of
transistor that controls the flow of electrons from
a source to a drain with electric fields shaped by
the gate electrodes. Their nano‐FET used a silicon
substrate as the bottom gate, with a thin
insulating layer of silicon dioxide between it and
the stacked graphene layers. A transparent layer
of aluminum oxide (sapphire) lay over the
graphene bilayer; on top of that was the top gate,
made of platinum.

.
Fig. 2 double gate graphene transistor
But the theory and experiments the performance
improvements achievable use bilayer graphene
as channel material in field effect transistors for
analog applications as compared to digital
applications. Bilayer graphene provides larger
output resistance than monolayer graphene,
which translates in both higher voltage gain and
higher maximum frequency oscillation
D. Substrate‐Induced Band‐Gap Opening in
Epitaxial Graphene
A multi‐institutional collaboration under the
leadership of researchers with Berkeley Lab and
the University of California, Berkeley, have now
demonstrated that growing an epitaxial film of
graphene on a silicon carbide substrate results in
a significant band gap, 0.26 electron volts (eV), an
important step toward making graphene useful

as

semiconductor[8].

Fig. 3 Left: In graphene’s electronic band
structure, the conduction (orange) and valence
(purple) bands just meet at the Fermi energy (EF),
so there is no band gap. Right: When a graphene
layer is grown on a silicon carbide substrate),
broken symmetry opens a gap ( ) between the
valence and conduction bands around the
so‐called Dirac energy (ED), as shown in the
ARPES intensity map (lower right), but below the
Fermi energy.
The team found that the size of the energy gap
decreased with thickness and all but disappeared
at four layers. Next on the agenda are finding
ways to control the width of the band gap,
perhaps by using a different substrate material
with a different graphene–substrate interaction
strength, and to move the Fermi energy from the
conduction band into the band gap to allow
transistor action.
E. Large Bandgap Opening Between Graphene
Dirac Cones Induced by Na Adsorption onto an Ir
Superlattice.
Marco Papagno,1 Stefano Rusponi,2 Polina
Makarovna Sheverdyaev investigate the effects
of Na adsorption on the electronic structure of
bare and Ir cluster superlattice covered epitaxial
graphene on Ir(111) using angle‐resolved
photoemission spectroscopy and scanning
tunneling microscopy. At Na saturation coverage
a massive charge migration from sodium atoms
to graphene raises the graphene Fermi level by
about 1.4 eV relative to its neutrality point. They
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find that Na is adsorbed on top of the graphene
layer and when coadsorbed onto an Ir cluster
superlattice it results in the opening of a large
bandgap of Na/Ir/G =740 meV comparable to the
one of Ge and with preserved high group velocity
of the charge carriers[9].

porphyrin molecules physisorbed on the
graphene substrate induces a semiconducting
behavior in the surrounding graphene layer up to
10 ‐ 20 nm far from the molecules. Interestingly,
the magnitude of the bandgap opened in
graphene can be controlled via the selection of
the metal core of the porphyrin molecules that
determines the graphene‐molecule interaction.
They believe that this work will open more
opportunities to build other hybrid systems based
on the noncovalent π‐π stacking of aromatic
molecules on graphene.
G. Placing Graphene sheet with boron nitride
sheet

Fig. 4 Figure 1 Side view sketch of the atomic
structure and of the π and π* bands dispersion
close to theK‐point of graphene Brillouin zone
and to the Fermi level EF for (a) freestanding
graphene (b) G (c)Ir/G (d) Na/G and (e)Na/Ir/G.
F. Opening of a band gap in graphene by
physisorption of porphyrin molecules.
Arramel1*, Andres Castellanos‐Gomez1,2, Bart
Jan van Wees1 report a robust method to open a
gap in graphene via noncovalent functionalization
with porphyrin molecules. Two type of
porphyrins, namely, iron protoporphyrin (FePP)
and
zinc
protoporphryin
(ZnPP)
were
independent physisorbed on graphene grown on
nickel by chemical vapour de‐ position (CVD)
resulting in a bandgap opening in graphene.
Using a statistical analysis of scanning tunneling
spectros‐ copy (STS) measurements, they
demonstrated that the magnitude of the band
gap depends on the type of deposited porphyrin
molecule. The π‐π stacking of FePP on graphene
yielded a considerably larger band gap value
(0.45 eV) than physisorbed ZnPP (0.23 eV). They
proposed that the origin of different band gap
value is governed due to the metallic character of
the respective porphyrin[10]. The presence of

This technique involves placing a sheet of
graphene a carbon‐based material whose
structure is just one atom thick on top of
hexagonal boron nitride, another one‐atom‐thick
material with similar properties[11]. The resulting
material adds the band gap while shares
graphene’s amazing ability to conduct electrons.
Graphene is an extremely good conductor of
electrons, while boron nitride is a good insulator,
blocking the passage of electrons. A high quality
semiconductor can be made suggested by MIT
team. To make the hybrid material work, the
researchers had to align, with near perfection,
the atomic lattices of the two materials, which
both consist of a series of hexagons. The size of
the hexagons (known as the lattice constant) in
the two materials is almost the same, but not
quite: Those in boron nitride are 1.8 percent
larger. So while it is possible to line the hexagons
up almost perfectly in one place, over a larger
area the pattern goes in and out of register. At
this point, the researchers say they must rely on
chance to get the angular alignment for the
desired electronic properties in the resulting
stack. However, the alignment turns out to be
correct about one time out of 15, they say. But by
this technique the band gap obtained is not
sufficient graphene device to use in digital
electronics. Graphene and boron nitride
hexagons almost perfectly align, merging their
properties .The qualities of the boron nitride
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bleed over into the graphene,” Ashoori says. But
what’s most “spectacular,” he adds, is that the
properties of the resulting semiconductor can be
“tuned” by just slightly rotating one sheet relative
to the other, allowing for a spectrum of materials
with varied electronic characteristics. Others
have made graphene into a semiconductor by
etching the sheets into narrow ribbons, Ashoori
says, but such an approach substantially degrades
graphene’s electrical properties. By contrast, the
method appears to produce no such degradation
but the band gap is not sufficient to use graphene
for digital electronics.

p‐type devices are simple and cost effective due
to the similarities between their structures[4][13]
This approach overcomes the absence of the
energy band gap in graphene. The negative
differential resistance appears not only in the
large scale graphene transistors but also in the
downscaled devices operating in the ballistic
transport regime. The results may lead to a
conceptual change in graphene research proving
an alternative route for graphene’s applications
in information processing[13].
Santosh Khasanvisand , Pritish Narayanan
propose a novel Graphene NanoRibbon crossbar
(xGNR)exhibiting negative differential resistance
(NDR) showed considerable advantages in terms
of power dissipation, area and write
performance[14].
IV: High density of states and work function

Fig. 5 Insulating states and superlattice minibands
in a graphene/hBN heterostructure. Schematic of
the moiré pattern for graphene (gray) on hBN
(red and blue), for zero misalignment angle and
an exaggerated lattice mismatch of ~10%. The
moiré unit cell is outlined in green. Regions of
local quasi‐epitaxial alignment lead to opposite
signs of the sublattice asymmetry, m(r), in
different regions. (Credit: B. Hunt et al./Science.
III.

NEGATIVE RESISTANCE

Guanxiong Liu, Sonia Ahsan, Alexander G. Khitun,
Roger K. Lake and Alexander A. Balandin
propose complimentary designs for 2‐port GNR
based negative resistance devices. They proposed
negative resistance devices exhibit very high peak
to valley current ratios (1014), which is essential in
digital applications. Graphene logic circuitry is
based entirely on the intrinsic NDR effect in
graphene and benefits from graphene’s high
electron mobility and thermal conductivity. The
devices are highly configurable, and their
properties can be adjusted and optimized by the
selection of voltages applied and the gate WF
values. The fabrication and integration of n‐ and

There has been strong demand for novel
nonvolatile memory technology for low‐cost,
large‐area, and low‐power flexible electronics
applications .Graphene flash memory (GFM) has
the potential to exceed the performance of
current flash memory technology by utilizing the
intrinsic properties of graphene, such as high
density of states, high work function, and low
dimensionality. GFM can fabricate by growing the
graphene sheets by chemical vapor deposition
and integrated them into a floating gate
structure. GFM displays a wide memory window
of∼6 V at significantly low program/erase
voltages of 7 V. GFM also shows a long retention
time of more than 10 years at room temperature
[15]. Multi-layer graphene sheets have higher
work function and higher density of states
compared to single layer graphene (SLG) and
lower conductivity along c‐axis. A memory
window of 6.8V for 1 second programming is
obtained at ±18program/erase voltage. Number
of electrons stored in MLG sheets after 18V
programming voltage is calculated as 9.1 x 1012
cm‐2 which is higher than the density of states in
SLG, suggesting the suitability of MLG for multi
level data storage flash memory devices.
Graphene quantum dot memory has many
advantages over the polysilicon trapped memory.
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Polysilicon trapped memory are affected by the
local defects which can be reduced in the
quantum dot memory. But it has seen increasing
the size improves the erase speed and stability
(27nm) but decreasing the size increases the
program speed (12nm). Even other advantage on
using the graphene material as trapped layer is
the flexibility. It can be deposited over the
flexible substrate material and flexible memory is
possible to use with flexible device [17].
Resistive memories based on metal oxide thin
films have been extensively studied for
application as next generation
Nonvolatile memory devices. However, although
the metal oxide based resistive memories have
several advantages, such as good scalability,
low‐power consumption, and fast switching
speed, their application to large‐area flexible
substrates has been limited due to their material
characteristics
and
necessity
of
a
high‐temperature fabrication process. Graphene
oxide is also useful for fabricating a flexible
resistive switching memory device .The switching
operation of graphene oxide resistive switching
memory (RRAM) is governed by dual mechanism
of oxygen migration and Al diffusion. However,
the Al diffusion into the graphene oxide is the
main factor to determine the switching
endurance property which limits the long term
lifetime of the device [16].
In terms of performance, a very high on‐off
power ratio makes graphene‐based memory very
attractive in terms of performance; a very high
on‐off power ratio makes graphene‐based
memory very attractive. While phase‐change
memories, which are currently, considered the
most promising technology for data storage, have
an on‐off power ratio of 10 to 1. Graphene‐based
memory is believed to have an on‐to‐off power
ratio of one million to one. Further, their heat
generation is extremely low, eliminating the need
to use heat sinks, which are usually a part of any
storage system used for high‐density storage
[17].

III Conclusion
Graphene material has tremendous potential to
use next generation semiconductor material but
lack of band gap was one of the biggest
hindrances. Lot of the research is going on in this
direction but still no fruitful solution is found.
Intensive research needed to increase band gap
by optimizing the process and technique.
Graphene has potential to be used as next
generation storage element.
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Abstract— This paper reviews on different
techniques used to
increase the range and
frequency of DCO of the all phase locked loop
PLL which is the main Requirement of the todays
era. The new techniques should be required to
reduce the power consumption and for
increasing the frequency range .In this paper
three transistor based NAND gate is used to
design digital controlled oscillator. . Three bit
three stage ring DCO with NMOS network gives
output frequency [3.39 – 5.35] GHz with power
consumption of [0.308 – 0.471] mW. five bit
three stage ring DCO with NMOS network gives
output frequency [3.65 – 6.11] GHz with power
consumption of [0.304 – 0.469] mW. Three bit
five stage DCOs with NMOS network shows
output frequency of [2.31 – 3.19] GHz with
power consumption of [0.534 – 0.672)mw. It is
found that increasing the no of bits increases the
frequency range as compared to increasing the
no of stages.
Index Terms— DCO,PLL,NMOS
I. INTRODUCTION
The wireless communication industries has
grown tremendously in recent years, leading to
strong demand for faster ,smaller low consuming
circuits. Frequency synthesis is the part of the
wireless system. Phase locked loops are widely
used in frequency synthesis applications [1], [2].

For many portable applications such as mobile
and laptop the acquisition time of PLL is very
important so the design of PLLs with minimum
acquisition time is the primary goal of this work
.A Phase Locked Loop (PLL) is a feedback system
that compares the output phase with the input
phase to produce an output signal that has the
same phase as that of an input signal. PLL’s are
found in many applications such as reference
generation, frequency synthesis, frequency
multiplication, FM demodulation etc. As the
frequency of operation increases, the need of
generating signals that are in phase lock with
input (i.e. Fast varying signals) is becoming a
problem. There are two types of PLL’s 1.Analog
PLL 2.Digital PLL. Analog PLL consists of
phase detector, charge pump ,loop filter ,voltage
controlled oscillator and frequency divider. But
analog PLL has many limitations such as difficult
to integrate with design, low speed, occupy large
chip area, power consumption, very sensitive to
noise, stability . The second type of PLL contains
phase frequency detector time to digital
converter digital controlled oscillator and
frequency counter. Digitally controlled oscillators
(DCOs) are the replacement of analog voltage
control oscillators (VCOs) in digital PLL systems
[6]‐[9]. These type of PLL is known as All phase
dial phase locked loop DPLL systems which has
fast frequency locking, full digital control and
good stability [5]. In deep submicron CMOS
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technology fully digital control oscillators have
become highly attractive circuit components.
Different designs for digital controlled oscillators
have been reported over varied operating
frequency range. In the design delay elements
are arranged in ring structure [8], [10], [11]. The
Schmitt trigger current driven Digital controlled
oscillators [7] , [9], require large number of MOS
transistors. Current starved ring oscillators
consume large area and with more hardware
complexity requires large area [5], [8].
Delay element is important element of the
oscillator. The different techniques are used to
implement it as reported in literature [12] Two
parameters modulate the output frequency of
ring oscillator structure. One is propagation delay
time of each delay stage and second is total
number of delay stages in close ring structure. In
DCO structures the oscillating frequency is
determined by digital input vector applied to
DCDE. Controls switch network of NMOS/PMOS
transistors are placed at the sources/drain of
NMOS/PMOS transistor of inverter delay cell.
Depending upon the condition of input vector,
the equivalent resistance of switch network
changes and delay of particular stage changes
which further modulates the output frequency
[5].
In recent years power consumption and output
frequency range have become significant
performance criteria [12] in DCO system design.
Increasing demand of handheld devices like
cellular
phones,
notebooks,
personal
communication devices have aggressively
enhanced the attention for power efficiency. In
battery operated communication systems power
consumption has also become more significant
factor due to exponential increase in data rates.
Power consumption in very large scale
integration (VLSI) systems includes dynamic,
static power and leakage power. Dynamic power
consumption results from switching of load
capacitance between two different voltages and
is dependent on frequency of operation. Static
power is contributed by direct short circuits
current component between supply (Vdd) &

ground (Vss) and it is dependent on leakage
currents components. Controlled oscillator is the
major components of PLL system and also
accountable for most of the power consumption
of PLL system. The operating frequency can be
increased with more capacitance loading which
further adversely affects the total power
consumption of oscillator. At circuit level power
efficiency can be improved with an optimized
design. Optimization are possible in different
ways like reduction of switching activity,
capacitance and by reducing the short circuit
currents etc. This paper proposes novel DCO
circuits with NAND gate based inverter delay cell
used in ring topology. Here, switch network of
transistors are added with inverter based delay
cell to control the oscillator frequency. Proposed
DCO circuits avoid the analog tuning voltage
control and provide the design flexibility with
higher power efficiency.
This paper is organized as follows: first section
describes delay cell using three transistor NAND
gate based three stage DCO .Section II describes 5
stage NAND gate based DCO. Simulation results
and discussion have been described in section III.
Section IV concludes the work.
II DCO DESCRIPTION
Digitally controlled delay elements (DCDE) are
the heart on any DCO structure. The designs of
DCO in this paper are based on digitally
controlled inverter delay elements connected in
ring topology. Three transistor NAND gate
working as inverter has been utilized as delay
element [3],[4]. One input terminal of NAND
gate is connected to Vdd and input signal is
applied to second terminal and this circuit works
as an inverter. Binary weighted MOS transistors
as shown in fig. 1 have been used in switch
networks and delay of each stage has been
controlled by binary bits applied to these
transistors. With changing bit patterns different
transistors are selected with unequal width and
resistance of transistor network changes
accordingly which further modulates the delay of
circuit. Changing delay produces different
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frequency components as controlled by digital
input word.

Fig. 1 Delay Cell with NMOS switch network
The delay cell has been proposed using NMOS
switching networks as shown in fig. 1. Number of
bits can be increased or decreased as per the
need of frequency tuning. Gate length of all
transistors has been taken as 0.18μm. In NAND
based inverter section, width of P1 and P2 has
been taken as 1.26μm whereas width of N1 has
been taken as 0.24μm. DCO structure with three
delay cells having 3‐bit control has been shown in
figure 2. Switch networks having four NMOS
transistors are connected with source terminal of
transistor N1 of each delay cell. Four NMOS
transistors [N2‐N5] are binary weighted with first
transistor having Vdd supply at gate terminal to
provide path for current conduction. Three
control bits [D0‐D2] are applied to three binary
weighted NMOS transistors [N3‐N5].

with supply voltage of 1.2V. Power consumption
and output frequency has been obtained with
different control bits [000 ‐ 111]. In 3‐bit NMOS
switch network DCO the resistance decreases
with varying bit pattern from 000 to 111 and the
delay of circuit also reduces. With decrease in
delay the output frequency increases with
subsequent rise in power consumption. Figure 4
shows the mask layout of 3 bit controlled DCO
with NMOS switching network. Tables 1,2,3,
show the results of 3‐bit controlled DCO,5 bit
controlled DCO and 3 bit controlled 5 stage DCO
with NMOS switch network. Figures 5,7,9 show
the output frequency of 3 bit 3 stage DCO , 5 bit
controlled DCO and 3 bit controlled 5 stage DCO.

Fig 4 Mask layout of 3 bit controlled 3 stages DCO

Control
Word
000
001
010
011
100
101
110
111
Table 1

Power
Frequency(GHz) Consumption
3.39
0.308mW
4.26
0.379mW
4.68
0.415mW
4.92
0.438mW
5.11
0.454mW
5.22
0.460mW
5.29
0.466mW
5.35
0.471mW
3 bit controlled 3 stage DCO

Fig. 2. 3 stage Delay cell with three bit control
III .RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

Fig. 5. Output frequency of 3 bit controlled 3
stage DCO

The results have been obtained using Microwind
2.3d software with 180 nm process technology
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Table 3. frequency and power variation with
control word for 3bit controlled 5 stage DCO

Fig. 6. Mask layout of 5 bit controlled 3 stages
DCO
Control
Word
00000
00111
11111

Frequency(GHz)
3.65
5.74
6.11

Power
Consumption
0.304mW
0.469mW
0.501mW

Table 2. Frequency and power variation
with control word for 5 bit controlled 3 stage
DCO

Fig.7. Output frequency of 5 bit controlled 5
stage DCO

Fig. 8. Mask layout of 3 bit controlled 5 stages
DCO
Control
Power
Word
Frequency(GHz)
Consumption
000
2.31
0.534mW
011
2.99
0.632mW
111
3.19
0.672mW

Fig 9. Output frequency of 3 bit controlled 5
stage DCO
IV. CONCLUSION
The new structures for digital controlled
oscillators (DCOs) with NAND gates based delay
cell having full digital control are reported in this
paper. Three, and five bit controlled DCO have
been implemented with proposed delay cells.
Resistance of switch network has been varied by
digital control bits and delay of circuit has been
modulated. Three bit three stage ring DCO with
NMOS network gives output frequency [3.39 –
5.35] GHz with power consumption of [0.308 –
0.471] mW. five bit three stage ring DCO with
NMOS network gives output frequency [3.65 –
6.11] GHz with power consumption of [0.304 –
0.469] mW. Three bit five stage DCOs with NMOS
network shows output frequency of [2.31 – 3.19]
GHz with power consumption of [0.534 – 0.672]
mW. From this it is concluded that
dco
implementation using NAND based increases the
frequency range but at the cost of increase in
power consumption.
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Abstract— We present an overview of Dual
Heterojunction Bipolar Transistor approaching
Gigahertz frequencies based on latest device
technology. Highlights include the best
reported
data
from
GaAsSb
Dual
Heterojunction Bipolar Transistor. We will
discuss the best reported cut of frequency in
DHBT. Short review of the journey from BJT to
DHBT is also discussed with their advantages
and disadvantages.
Index Terms— DHBT, GaAsSb, HBT, InGaAs,
InP.
1. INTRODUCTION
In electronics industry, Silicon has been first
choice from last few decades. But due to lack
of linearity and degradation of current gain in
silicon based BJT devices operate in microwave
frequency,
Group
III‐V
based
NpN
heterojunction bipolar transistor have achieved
tremendous performance in term of
microwave frequencies of operation and higher
current gain because of their superior material
properties, such as higher electron mobility
and unique bandgap alignment.

NPN HBT differ from BJT in term that emitter is
replaced by a material with larger bandgap
than base. This leads to a lowering of barrier
for electron injection into base, but an
increased barrier for holes which prevents their
back injection into emitter, resulting in higher
current gains. As a result base can be made
thinner and doped higher than emitter to
reduce the base resistance and further increase
its high frequency performance. Earlier there
were difficulties in develop, defect free III‐V
materials but advancement in epitaxial growth
technologies, such as Molecular Beam Epitaxy
(MBE) and metal organic Chemical Vapor
Deposition (MOCVD) shows the full potential of
HBTs. Recently, InP/GaAsSb/InP DHBT has
shown highest
cutoff and maximum
oscillation frequencies of 428 GHz & 621 GHz
respectively recorded for any DHBT.
Development of double heterojunction
bipolar transistor is driven by increasing
demand for higher data rates in optical and
wireless communication network. These DHBT
devices exhibit electron mobility several times
higher than those achievable by present known
devices. Tremendous growth in research and
development effort are being made for
semiconductor integrated circuit composed of
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field effect transistor and bipolar junction
transistor using compound semiconductor
material such as GaAsSb, InGaAs, and InP.
Example of such semiconductor devices are
DHBT, HBT, High Electron Mobility Transistors.
In this paper, we present review of DHBTs.
Section 2 refer to journey from BJT to
InP/GaAsSb/InP DHBT, Section 3 refer to high
frequency operation of InP/GaAsSb/InP DHBT,
Section 4 refer to conclusion.

Solving the carrier continuity equations, the
base current and the collector current are
given as follows: [1][2].

2. JOURNEY FROM BJT TO INP/GAASSB
DHBT
2.1 Homojunction Bipolar Transistor

Review of basic operation of homojunction
BJT is important before the discussion of
InP/GaAsSb DHBTs. Emitter, Base and
Collector of BJT is made up of silicon material.
Doping of same type is used for emitter and
collector. Slightly change in base current
controlled the flow of current from emitter to
collector [1]. Let us assume npn transistor for
explaining the functioning of transistor.
Injection of minority carrier across the junction
in forward bias plays significant role in the
operation of BJT’s. For normal operation
base‐emitter junction is forward bias and
base‐collector junction should be reverse bias.
In forward bias, concentration of minority
carrier in base at base‐emitter junction is
amplified by a factor exp (qv/kt). Width of
base region should be less than diffusion
length of electron [1][2]. Electron injected into
base from emitter must diffuse across base to
collector without excessive recombination
with majority carrier’s holes in base. High
electric field in reversed bias base‐collector
junction attracts minority carriers electron of
base when they reach base collector junction
and form collector current. Band diagram of
BJT in thermal equilibrium is shown in Fig1.

Fig. 1 Band diagram of an npn homojunction
bipolar
transistor under thermal equilibrium.
From the analysis of above two expressions,
we get that in order for collector current to be
greater than base current, it is necessary that
emitter doping exceed base doping. In doing
so, we have trade‐off an important transistor
design parameter. For keeping base doping at a
lower value means that base resistance will be
high. This can be compensated by widening the
base, but it will cause significant effect on base
transit time thus lowering the device maximum
frequency of operation. Therefore, for a fixed
base doping level, current gain of BJT can be
increased initially by increasing the emitter
doping. But significantly emitter bandgap
narrowing occurs when emitter doping is
around NE ~
/
, causing current gain to
degrade.
Therefore in homojunction BJT there is
conflicting set of requirements, where base
doping cannot be increased without sacrificing
current gain. This limits the operation of BJT to
low frequency amplifiers and oscillators. The
performance of HBT can be significantly better
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than that of BJT, if we dope base high and at
same time comparatively reduce emitter
doping, which is more feasible because of wide
band gap emitter in HBT. This is where HBT
have made tremendous progress in term of
frequency of operation in millimeter band.
2.2 Heterojunction Bipolar Transistor

Heterojunction bipolar transistor (HBT) uses
differing semiconductor materials for emitter
and base regions, creating a heterojunction.
Advantage of heterojunction bipolar transistor
compare to homojunction transistor lies in the
possibility of increasing frequency performance
while maintaining high gain. Emitter injection
efficiency depends upon relative doping of
emitter and base as well as on base/emitter
band difference. Electrons are injected
thermally into base from emitter and diffuse
across base and electric field in base‐collector
depletion region sweep them into collector at
high speed.
Hole injection from base into emitter region
is reduced, because valence band has greatest
potential barrier compare to conduction band.
Hence lower doping density required for
emitter in comparison to base besides
maintaining gain. Base thickness reduced which
result in improvement of unity gain cutoff
frequency and maximum oscillation frequency,
higher current amplification, lower base
resistance, lower base emitter capacitance and
high early voltage [1] of HBT in millimeter
range. HBT is used in modern ultrafast circuit,
generally radio frequency (RF) system and in
high power efficiency application. For example
RF power amplifiers in phones.
Heterojunction are of two types. Abrupt
heterojunctions and Graded heterojunction. In
abrupt
heterojunction,
two
different
semiconductors with different bandgap are
brought together and interface is abrupt, i.e.
composition changes abruptly. In graded

heterojunction, composition is gradually
changed across heterojunction and suppression
of energy band spikes due to energy band edge
discontinuity seen at abrupt heterojunction
interface. Here we are considering abrupt
heterojunction for research work. Shown in Fig.
2 is an abrupt emitter‐base heterojunction in
an npn HBT [1].

Fig. 2 Band diagram of NPN HBT under normal
forward active mode.
Generally conduction band of emitter lies
above that of base. Ratio of electron to hole
current across emitter‐base heterojunction i.e.
current gain, is given as: [1].

Where NE and NB represent emitter and base
doping respectively. Vpe and Vnb represent
thermal velocity of hole and electron in emitter
and base respectively. ∆
is bandgap
difference between base and emitter.
Current gain has exponential dependent on
valence band discontinuity ∆EV between base
and emitter for npn devices [1]. Emitter
injection efficiency is ideally unity, irrespective
of doping level of base and emitter [2].
Maximum current gain is obtained when
negligible recombination in base and
∆
. When
then emitter‐base
energy bandgap difference increases In /Ip ratio
by a factor of exp (∆ / kt) relative to that of
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BJT. Valence band ∆
heterojunction replaces

discontinuity at
in equation (3) and

related to current gain as follows: [1].

Spike in conduction band at emitter‐base
junction causes injection of electron into base
region with a high velocity (~108cm/s) that
exceeds the saturation velocity. This results in a
highly efficient and very fast electron transport
through base. Tremendous developments in
material growth technologies have enabled
precise control of layer thickness, doping and
possibility to change composition by replacing
one with another III‐V semiconductor material.
So that HBT can be designed for high frequency
of operation.
2.3 Double Heterojunction Transistor

HBT is suitable for low voltage operation.
For high voltage operation, it is necessary to
improve the breakdown voltage. One can use
double heterojunction bipolar transistors,
having base‐collector heterojunction in
addition to emitter‐base heterojunction. The
second heterojunction has the effect of
improving the breakdown voltage through the
use of material with high forbidden band
width (like InP) for the collector. Use of same
material for emitter and collector forms a
double heterojunction transistor. Collector
form by wide bandgap material causes
suppression of hole injection efficiency from
base to collector [2]. Material like InP have
shown excellent transport and thermal
properties than conventional GaAs and other
materials.
2.4 InP Based Heterojunctions

InP based HBT can perform best in
millimeter and sub‐millimeter band compare to

any other solid state devices [3]. Comparison of
InP over GaAs and Si semiconductor is shown in
Fig.3 [4]. Fig. 3(a) represent InP HBT have lower
turn on voltage than other semiconductor
devices due to small bandgap of base. Fig. 3(b)
represent InP HBTs have a higher breakdown
voltage at a given collector doping, while Fig.
3(c) represents InGaAs and InP have higher
electron mobility than GaAs. Finally, Fig. 3(d)
represents InP HBT has a larger thermal
conductivity than GaAs, though less than that
of Silicon. Larger thermal conductivity of InP
HBT results in the lower device heating [5]. InP
devices are compatible with long wavelength
laser and led sources. This allows for direct
integration and tight coupling of light sources
and also use in transmitter/receiver circuitry
[5]. Lower surface recombination velocity of
InP‐based HBTs results in a reduction of surface
leakage currents and improved gain at low
current densities, enhancing the ability to scale
down devices to smaller dimensions for LSI
implementation [3]. InP based devices have the
significantly lower 1/f noise and higher power
added efficiency (PAE) than GaAs devices which
is extremely important for portable devices like
mobile phones [3]. As a result InP‐based
devices dominate over other conventional
devices in millimeter and sub‐ millimeter band.
Earlier InGaAs, because of narrow band gap is
used as base in InP‐based heterojunction
devices. Outstanding features of InGaAs such
as mobility, electron saturation velocity, Scaling
and minimization of collector area junction
have shown good result in InP/InGaAs‐based
single HBTs in term of cut‐off frequencies in
millimeter range [6].Now the question arises,
why we are moving to GaAsSb when InGaAs is
performing well. Low break down voltage due
to narrow collector gap in InGaAs was the
major drawback of InP/InGaAs HBT [7].
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Fig. 3 Comparison of material properties of InP,
GaAs and Silicon [4].
This drawback is over come by using an wide
bandgap AlInAs or InP collector layers in the
double heterojunction transistor [8][9]. But
AlInAs or InP collector has shown collector
current blocking problem caused by conduction
band discontinuity between InGaAs base and
wider bandgap InP collector. Fig.4 shows
conduction band energy diagram in various
doping and/or composition grading schemes
developed for base‐collector region to
overcome this blocking effect [10].For InP
collector, a blocking barrier of 0.25 eV must be
overcome between base and collector as
shown by curve (a) in Fig.4 where the
base‐collector discontinuity ∆EC increase the
transit time of electron minority carriers, and
reduce HBT performance in term of frequency
and current gain. Fig. 4(b) shows reduction in
blocking effect and improvement in current
gain by using an undoped InGaAs spacer layer
between base and collector. Fig. 4(c) shows
using of compositional grading to minimize
blocking effect. Fig. 4(d) shows favorable band
lineup for InP/GaAsSb DHBT.
Grading methods discussed in [8, 9, 10]
introduce
significant
epitaxial
growth

complexity and impose stringent uniformity
and repeatability requirements on the epitaxial
growth. Even these grading schemes are not
best method for eliminating collector‐blocking
effect at base collector interface, because high
collector current densities cause a retarding
potential, eventually degrading transistor
performance [11]. Specifics of any grading
and/or doping schemes at the base/collector
junction need to be considered carefully
because they can have a dominant impact on
DHBT performance at high current densities
[12]. GaAsSb base layer provides an excellent
solution for collector blocking effect occurring
in InGaAs‐based DHBT designs.

Fig. 4 Conduction band profiles of B/C junction
in dhbt

[10].

2.5 InP/GaAsSb/InP

Double

Heterojunction

Bipolar Transistors
Replacing InGaAs from base layer by GaAsSb
and formation of type II bandgap at
base‐collector junction in GaAsSb/InP HBT has
shown a better solution for the collector
blocking problem as shown in Fig. 4(d) [13][14].
Electrons travels from base‐collector depletion
region with a high velocity exceeding their
saturation velocity, a phenomenon known as
velocity overshoot [1]. Hence InP/GaAsSb
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DHBTs benefit from two fundamental
advantages over InP/InGaAs DHBTs.
(1) No graded transition layers require at
collector‐ or emitter‐base junctions, hence
simplifying growth of epitaxial layers.
(2) C‐doped GaAsSb feature high doping
efficiency [15] and displays little or no
H‐passivation effects [11].
Also low diffusivity and good donor
properties of Carbon doping ensures that
base‐collector junction is precisely and
permanently self‐aligned to GaAsSb/InP
interface leading to stability and improves
device characteristics. At 300 K, GaAs0.51Sb0.49
conduction band edge is above that of InP by
0.15 eV and valence band discontinuity is 0.78
eV [16][17] causes non‐blocking conduction
band
profile
at
the
base‐collector
heterojunction. Here compositional grading is
also not required. Earlier, lots of difficulties
were facing like developing GaAsSb layers with
low resistivity, mobility of GaAsSb is roughly
50‐60% of that in InGaAs for a given
concentration. These devices had and
performance of around 30GHz and 45GHz,
respectively [18][11].
These
results
discouraged
further
development using this material system for a
while. While there is a conduction band barrier
at emitter‐base junction impeding electron
injection into base from emitter, effect is not
fatal and high performance InP/GaAsSb DHBTs
have been reported [19]. Recent developments
have shown impressive performance gains in
terms of cut‐off and maximum oscillation
frequency of operation. Recently Type‐II
InP/GaAsSb DHBT with
of 621 GHz and
simultaneous

of

428

GHz

has

been

demonstrated [20]. The present transistors are
in
the first InP/GaAsSb DHBTs with an
excess of 600 GHz. Results also show
470/540 GHz [21].

/

=

MOCVD grown, Carbon

doped, abrupt heterojunction, InP/GaAsSb/InP
DHBTs feature a very small VCE offset voltage
< 0.1V and a low turn‐on voltage of VBE of 0.4
V at a current density of JC =1 A/cm2, by taking
advantage of the staggered band lineup at the
InP/GaAsSb interfaces [7]. Minority carrier
electron mobility in the p‐doped base is the
order of 600‐800 cm2/Vs. This is low when
compared to similarly doped InGaAs layers with
electron mobility of 2000‐3000 cm2/ Vs in
InP/InGaAs HBTs. This lower mobility
necessitates the use of thinner bases for
GaAsSb than InGaAs to achieve comparable
base transit times. However, to maintain
acceptable base sheet resistance and high
maximum oscillation frequency, higher base
doping is necessary. This requirement for
higher doping is solved by GaAsSb affinity for
Carbon doping and low H‐passivation effects
[13].
3. HIGH FREQUENCY OPERATION OF
InP/GaAsSb DHBT
3.1 InP/GaAsSb DHBT Energy Band Diagram
InP/GaAsSb DHBT consists of lattice
matched GaAs0.51Sb0.49 base (EG ≈ 0.72 eV) and
InP based emitter and collector region (EG ≈
1.35eV). Heterojunction between InP and
GaAsSb has Type II band alignment.
Equilibrium energy band diagram is shown
below in Fig 5 (a) and schematic cross section
view of Triple mesa device structure (b).
Valence and conduction band discontinuities
are ∆EV ≈ 0.73 eV and ∆EC ≈ 0.10 eV. The carrier
flow vertically across emitter, base, collector
by their respectively transport mechanism. A
schematics representation of cross section of a
standard DHBT is shown in Fig 6. The device
consists of emitter, base, collector and sub
collector mesas. A heavily N doped sub
collector region is used in order to reduce
collector series resistance.
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is the base transit time,
charge transit time, and

is the space
is the collector

charging time. Relation between cutoff
frequency and common emitter current gain is
shown in Fig. 7 shows current gain calculated
for constant emitter collector transit time and
values of β ranging from 10 to 100.

(a)

(b)

Fig. 5 Energy Band Diagram of an InP/GaAsSb
(a) and schematic view of mesa structure (b).

Fig. 7 Common–emitter short circuit gain |h21|
versus frequency with current gain β.
3.3 Maximum Oscillation Frequency
Unilateral power gain of transistor is the
power gain after transistor plus loss less
network. It is define as the frequency at which
mason’s unilateral power gain U is reduced to
unity. The expression of U is given below: [22]
.

Fig. 6 InP/GaAsSb dhbt schematic diagram
3.2 Current Gain Cutoff Frequency
Cutoff frequency fT is defined as frequency
at which magnitude of common emitter short
circuit gain h21 decreases to unity. Expression of
h21 as a function of frequency f is shown below:
[1].

Where f is the frequency and

is

an effective time constant. The expression of
maximum oscillation frequency
is given
below: [23].

Where

is total input capacitance,

collector junction capacitance and

is base
is

transconductance of device.
For finding ,| | = 1

Where
is the total HBT input response

Where,
delay time,

Where

is base series resistance and

is

collector junction capacitance. Increasing Rb
does not affect Ft, while the increased Cc has
minor affect on fT. However both has a more
pronounced effect on fMAX.
3.4 Doping of base in DHBT

is the emitter charging time,
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Compound used for the formation of base
is GaAsSb. Various base grading schemes
improve current gain compared to uniform
doped baseline. C doping grade improve
device DC current gain. DHBT with built‐in
electric field in the base has improved DC
current gain and high speed characteristics
over DHBT without built‐in electric field.
Built‐in voltage can be introduced by either
doping grading or composition grading in the
base [24]. There are at least four ways to
implement base grading in GaAsSb/InP DHBTs:

Emitter‐collector delay in InP/GaAsSb DHBT
is given by equation (9). Using single pole
of small signal
approximation of
T‐model, the total delay time

is estimated

as a sum of internal delay times [25]:
=

+(

+

)

(9)

=
+(
)
Where
followed quadratic equation
Delay time
versus base thickness

as shown in fig 9.

1.
2.
3.

Compositional Grading

4. GaAsSb: C Doping Grade

It is difficult to simultaneously control both
composition grading in
and
produces unnecessary higher
turn on voltage than rest of grading schemes.
Hence GaAsSb: C doping grades improve DC
current gain. In the given Fig. 8, base thickness
is constant. Relation between DC current gain
and base sheet resistance is obtain to evaluate
effectiveness of certain base grading scheme.

Fig. 9 Delay time ૌT versus base thickness WB
[26].
Base thickness is given by [26].
(10)
Minority carrier diffusion coefficient in
ultrafast speed HBT is calculated from above
equation 10. There is currently no estimate for
exit velocity
of electrons in GaAsSb/InP
transistors during non equilibrium transport,
but the value of 5.5E7 cm/s, which was
extracted for InGaAs/InP DHBTs by Monte
Carlo simulation, is a viable approximation and
was used to enhance the quadratic fit shown in
Fig 9.

Fig. 8 Effectiveness of various base grading
schemes
compared with Ga
baseline [25].
3.5 Diffusion Coefficient And Base Transit Time

4. CONCLUSION
Continuously increasing demand for higher
data rates in optical and wireless
communication network working in gigahertz
frequencies causes tremendous growth in
research and development efforts. In this
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review paper we have discussed the device
well suitable for sub‐millimetre and millimetre
band. Homojunction bipolar transistor cannot
function efficiently due to increase in transit
time of electron from emitter to collector in
gigahertz frequency band. Heterojunction
transistors have solved this problem. The
performance of Heterojunction bipolar
transistor is evaluated in term of breakdown
voltage, transit time, doping type of base.
InP based DHBT dominates the HBTs in
removing the collector blocking effect and also
in enhancing the collector breakdown voltage.
Type II InP/GaAsSb/InP Double Heterojunction
Bipolar Transistors have shown best result in
term of cutoff frequency, maximum oscillation
frequency, high linearity and low noise ever
reported by any solid state device in high
frequency operation.
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Abstract‐ Speed is considered as a quality
measurement of travel as the drivers and
passengers will be concerned more about the
speed of the journey than the design aspects of
the traffic. It is an important parameter in
transportation as it relates to safety, time,
comfort, convenience, and economics. Spot
speed studies are done to estimate the
distribution of speeds of vehicles in a stream of
traffic at a particular location. The data
collected from the spot speed is to be used for
assessing general speed trends and for setting
speed limits. This paper presents the analysis
of spot speed of the vehicles travelling on the
Vidya Path, Chandigarh.
Index terms: spot speed, speed percentiles
I.

INTRODUCTION

Speed defines the distance travelled by user in a
given time, and this is a vibrant in every traffic
movement. The actual speed of traffic flow over
a given route may fluctuated widely, as because
at each time the volume of traffic varies. A
typical unit of speed is kilometers per hour
(Kmph). Speed is considered as a quality
measurement of travel as the drivers and
passengers will be concerned more about the
speed of the journey than the design aspects of
the traffic. . It is defined as the rate of motion in
distance per unit of time. Mathematically speed

or velocity v is given by, v = d/t where, v is the
speed of the vehicle in m/s, d is distance
traveled in m in time t seconds. Speed of
different vehicles will vary with respect to time
and space.
Spot speed is the instantaneous speed of a
vehicle at a specified location. Spot speed can be
used to design the geometry of road like
horizontal and vertical curves, super elevation
etc. Location and size of signs, design of signals,
safe speed, and speed zone determination,
require the spot speed data. Accident analysis,
road maintenance, and congestion are the
modern fields of traffic engineer, which uses
spot speed data as the basic input. Spot speed
can be measured using an endoscope, pressure
contact tubes or direct timing procedure or
radar speedometer or by time‐lapse
photographic methods. (Source: Evaluation of
Traffic Characteristics: A Case Study by Arash
Moahadkhani Roshandeh)
A. Study area
Area of study is taken along the Vidya Path in
Chandigarh as shown in Fig. 1. The condition of
the road is average and there are many potholes
and cracks which are clearly visible along the
length of the road due to which there is wide
fluctuation in the speed adopted by the
different
vehicles.
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ii. Establishing roadway design elements
a) Evaluating and determining proper
intersection sight distance
b) Evaluating and determining proper
passing sight distance
c) Evaluating and determining proper
stopping sight distance

Fig. 1

B. Objective of the study
The objective of the study is to analyse the
speed characteristics along the study stretch
and to determine the speed percentiles, which
are useful in designing and regulating the traffic.

iii. Assessing roadway safety questions
a) Evaluating and verifying speeding
problems
b) Assessing speed as a contributor to
vehicle crashes
c) Investigating input from the public or
other officials
iv.
v.

II.

DATA COLLETION

Various methods of data collection for spot
speed are: (1) stopwatch method, (2) radar
meter method, or (3) pneumatic road tube
method. The data gathered in spot speed
studies are used to determine vehicle speed
percentiles, which are useful in making many
speed‐related decisions. Spot speed data have a
number of applications which are as:
i.
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)
f)

Determining existing traffic operations
and evaluation of traffic control devices
Evaluating and determining proper
speed limits
Determining the 50th and 85th speed
percentiles
Evaluating and determining proper
advisory speeds
Establishing the limits of no‐passing
zones
Determining the proper placements of
traffic control signs and markings
Setting appropriate traffic signal timing

vi.

Monitoring traffic speed trends by
systematic ongoing speed studies
Measuring effectiveness of traffic
control devices or traffic programs,
including signs and
Markings, traffic operational changes,
and speed enforcement programs.

Data was collected manually on the study
stretch for 2‐ wheelers and 4‐wheelers using
stopwatch method as shown in Table 1 and
Table 2. 100 m stretch was taken on the Vidya
Path.
Calculation of spot speed by stopwatch method
The stopwatch method can be used to
successfully complete a spot speed study using
a small sample size taken over a relatively short
period of time. The stopwatch method is a quick
and inexpensive method for collecting speed
data.
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A stopwatch spot speed study includes five key
steps:
a) Obtain appropriate study length.
b) Select proper location and layout.
c) Record observations on stopwatch spot
speed study data form.
d) Calculate vehicle speeds.
e) Generate frequency distribution table
and determine speed percentiles.
III.
DATA ANALYSIS
The analysis of the study is very important to
achieve the key objectives. After Data
Collection, analysis is done. Collected data was
compiled in tabular form and the following steps
have been taken to analyse the data. Analysis is
done in order to find the key parameters which
may include Mean speed, 85th Percentile
Speed, 98th Percentile Speed, 50th Percentile
Speed, Median, Mode, Speed Variance etc.
Some values are directly obtained from the data
and some can be drawn from the graphs. 50th
percentile speed represents the average speed
of the traffic stream. The 85th percentile is the
speed at which 85% of the observed vehicles are
travelling at or below the particular speed. This
percentile is used in evaluating/recommending
posted speed limits based on the assumption
that 85% of the drivers are travelling at a speed
they perceive to be safe. The 98th percentile
speed is the speed at which 98% of observed
vehicles are travelling at or below that particular
speed. The 98th percentile is the design speed.

Table 1: Spot speed study for 2‐wheelers on
Vidya Path Chandigarh
WEATHER:GOOD
NOV‐2014

DATE: 12‐

ROAD SURFACE:AVERAGE
4.00pm
SPEE
D
MID
CLAS POIN
S
T
LIMI SPEE
TS
D
(K.P. (K.P.
H)
H)

TIME: 3.00‐

NO.
OF
VEHIC
LES

FREQUE
NCY %

CUMULA
TIVE
FREQUEN
CY %

18‐
23

20.5

3

7.5

7.5

23‐
28

25.5

4

10

17.5

28‐
33

30.5

8

20

37.5

33‐
38

35.5

11

27.5

65

38‐
43

40.5

0

0

65

43‐
48

45.5

9

22.5

87.5

48‐
53

50.5

0

0

87.5

53‐
58

55.5

0

0

87.5

58‐
63

60.5

5

12.5

100
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WEATHER:GOOD
2014

DATE: 12‐NOV‐

ROAD SURFACE:AVERAGE
4.00pm
MID
POIN
NO. OF
T
VEHICLES
SPEE
D
(K.P.
H)

FREQUE CUMULAT
NCY %
IVE
FREQUEN
CY %

18‐ 20.5
23

10

25

25

23‐ 25.5
28

5

28‐ 30.5
33

9

22.5

60

33‐ 35.5
38

9

22.5

82.5

38‐ 40.5
43

0

0

82.5

43‐ 45.5
48

4

10

92.5

48‐ 50.5
53

0

0

92.5

53‐ 55.5
58

0

0

92.5

58‐ 60.5
63

3

7.5

100

The Cumulative percentages calculated for 2‐
wheelers and 4‐wheelers in Table‐1 and Table‐2
respectively is plotted against the upper limit of
the various speed groups as shown in Fig. 2 and
Fig. 3. A smooth S‐shape curve is obtained which
is called the cumulative speed curve.
The vertical axis of the curve indicates the
percentage of the number of vehicles travelling
at or below the indicated speed.
100
80
60
40
20
0
13 18 23 28 33 38 43 48 53 58

12.5

V= SPEED IN Kmph

37.5

Fig.
2 Cumulative Speed Distribution for 2‐
wheelers

From graphical analysis, the following results
have been obtained for 2‐wheelers:





15th percentile speed‐ 22 Kmph
50th percentile speed‐ 31 Kmph
85th percentile speed‐42 Kmph
98th percentile speed‐58 Kmph

CUMULATIVE
FREQUENCY %

SPEE
D
CLAS
S
LIMI
TS
(K.P.
H)

TIME: 3.00‐

A. Graphical analysis

CUMULATIVE
FREQUENCY %

Table 2: Spot speed study for 4‐wheelers on
Vidya Path Chandigarh

100
80
60
40
20
0
13 18 23 28 33 38 43 48 53 58
V= SPEED IN Kmph

Fig. 3 Cumulative Speed Distribution for 4‐
wheelers
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From above graph, the following results were
obtained for 4‐ wheelers:





15th percentile speed‐ 16 Kmph
50th percentile speed‐ 26 Kmph
85th percentile speed‐ 40 Kmph
98th percentile speed‐ 58 Kmph
IV.

CONCLUSIONS

The following conclusions have been drawn
from the study:
1) The maximum speed limit on the road is
equal to 58 Kmph for 2‐wheelers as well
as for 4‐wheelers.
2) All the 2‐wheelers and 4‐wheelers plying
on the road moved with a speed ranging
between 13‐58 Kmph.
3) Maximum 2‐wheelers moved with the
average speed of 31 Kmph and
maximum number of 4‐wheelrs moved
with an average speed of 26 Kmph.
4) The 85th percentile speed i.e. the critical
speed for 2‐wheelers is 42 Kmph and for
4‐wheelers is 40 Kmph.
5) The 15th percentile speed i.e the
minimum speed for 2 wheelers is 22
kmph and for 4‐ wheelers is 16 Kmph.
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Abstract‐ In this work, we investigate suitable
microchannel to carry out reactions and
separations. For this, various microchannel
geometries are considered such as T, Y and
Arrow shaped. Here, the mixing is analyzed at
first by sending two fluids having different
temperature. The time at which two fluids
attain steady state is considered to be the
mixing time. This is further verified by sending
a liquid mixture with different concentrations.
Mixing efficiency is quantified for these
microchannels and found Arrow to be the
suitable reactor to investigate the progress of
reaction. The resulting flow behavior in these
system enhances reactions. The mixing was
found to be better when the angle formed
between inlet and outlet channel is in the
range of 90o and ‐45o.
Index Terms‐ CFD , Microchannel, Mixing
efficiency, Simulation.

INTRODUCTION
Over the past decade, microfluidics has
developed at a fast pace. The main driving
forces for this research are applications in
several emerging technological areas such as
chemical
synthesis,
micro
separation
processes,
nanoparticle
synthesis,
and
polymerization reaction [1]. The main

advantage of this system is the increase in
surface area to volume ratio with the decrease
of the system feature size of micro‐devices and
some physical phenomena which are
insignificant in the macro domain become
prominent in the micro domain. Mixing is a
transport process for species, temperature,
and phases to reduce inhomogeneity. Various
studies have been carried out to understand
mixing
in
microchannels
[2‐7].
The
characteristic channel width are of 100 to 500
µm. The channel height is of the order of
channel width. In comparison to molecular size
scales, the length scale and volume scale of
micromixers are very large. This fact leads to
two key characteristics of micromixers. Firstly,
designing micromixers relies on manipulating
the flow using channel geometry or external
disturbances. Secondly, while micromixers
bring advantages and new features into
chemical
engineering,
molecular
level
processes such as reaction kinetics remain
almost unchanged.
A. Soleymani et.al. [3] carried out numerical
and experimental investigations of liquid
mixing in T‐ type micromixers. They considered
mainly T‐type channels with different
geometrical parameters such as aspect ratio,
mixing angle and throttle size. Here simulations
were performed for different operating
conditions. The prediction shows that the
development of vortices and it is essential to
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achieve
good
mixing
performance.
Furthermore, it has been shown that the
development and occurrence of vortices
strongly depends on flow rate. It was found
that with increase in flow rate, the flow pattern
changes from stratified to vortex and then to
engulfment flow. The mixing efficiency is found
to be higher during engulfment flow.
John T. A., and Adeniyi L., [8] investigated on
T‐shaped channels. The performance of such a
channel is analyzed by the RTD.
The performance of mixing in different
micro‐channel geometries has been further
analyzed by K. D. P. Nigam et.al [7]. They used
both active and passive mixers. The effect of
different geometries (rectangular, circular, and
triangular)
on
friction
factor,
laminar‐to‐turbulent transition, and the effect
of roughness are analyzed in their study. The
differences in the uncharacteristic behavior of
the
transport
mechanisms
through
micro‐channels due to compressibility and
rarefaction, relative roughness effects were
discussed. The micro‐mixers were quantified
based on Reynolds number (NRe) and Peclet
number (NPe) and mixing characteristics.
Computational fluid dynamics (CFD) is an
important tool for the development of
micro‐fluidic system. CFD has been used
extensively to investigate and understand flow
regimes in micro‐channels [10‐11]. Here, the
flow in micro‐channel is predicted by
Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) to find
suitable micro‐channel to carry out reactions
and
separations.
The
micro‐channels
considered have different mixing angles and it
is analyzed by commercial software Ansys
Fluent 13. The aim of our article is to analyze
and quantify mixing in such microchannels for
various NRe using 2D model.

Fig. 1. Schematic representation of (a) Arrow,
(b) T and (c) Y‐Shaped microchannels. A and B
are the inlets. (all dimensions are in mm)
I. CFD MODELLING
Newtonian liquid in microchannels can
generally be described by Navier‐Stroke
equation and continuity equation [9].

(1)
(2)Where V is the velocity vector, ρ is the
density of the fluid, p is pressure and ν is
kinematic viscosity of the fluid. The species
transport on the other hand can be described
by diffusion‐ convection equation.
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(3)
where C and D are concentration and diffusion
coefficient of the species, respectively. The
energy balance for the system can be
described by the energy equation [12].

(4)
where Cp is the specific heat, k is thermal
conductivity coefficient and T is temperature of
the fluid.
II. SIMULATION METHODOLOGY
To simulate such micro‐channels, no slip
boundary condition was imposed on the walls
of the microchannel and a gauge pressure of
zero was considered at the outlet of the
channels. A uniform velocity profile was
specified by setting the desired mass flow rate
at the inlet zones.
The CFD results may depend strongly on the
employed mesh. In order to check grid
independency
three
different
meshes
employing roughly (i) 312, (ii) 25177 and (iii)
100850 grid cells, revealing that the
intermediate one is sufficient to describe
hydrodynamics with a good accuracy. It has
therefore been retained (10‐5 m) for all the
further simulations.
Second order upwind discretization is adopted
in the CFD together with the SIMPLE algorithm
for pressure‐velocity coupling. A typical CFD
simulation requires roughly 2 days of
computing time on a standalone desktop PC (2
GB RAM, 32 bit, Pentium IV processor). Here
transient simulations were performed with a
time step of 10‐4 s for integration. The
simulation are carried out for the flow time of 1
sec, the system usually attained steady state at
0.16 sec.

flow variable are first discussed. Figure 2 shows
contours of velocity magnitude predicted by
CFD for NRe of 180. Here velocity magnitude is
maximum at the center of the microchannel as
expected. dead zones are present in Arrow and
T shaped microchannel when comapred to Y
shaped microchannel.
To analyze the performance of micro‐channel,
hot water (360 K) is passed through one inlet
(A) and cold water (300 K) through another
inlet (B). The physical properties of water
considered are shown in Table 1.
Property
Density (ρw)
Viscosity (µw)
Thermal Conductivity (kw)
Specific Heat Capacity (Cpw )
Table 1. Physical
considered.

Value (SI units)
998.2 kg/ m3
1.003e ‐3 kg/m s
0.6 w/m K
4182 J/kg K

properties

of

water

To understand mixing in such microchannel,
variation of temperature in the microchannel is
analyzed. Here the time at which two liquids
attain steady state is considered to be the
mixing time. To analyze quantitatively, the
spatial variation of temperature at two cross
sections along x=1000E‐6 m and 2000E‐6 m are
studied. For NRe of 180 as shown in Figure 3, it
is observed that there is no significant change
in temperature across the channel as
temperature between the two inlet of the
microchannel is very small.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
A. Heat transport in liquid phase
To investigate the flow field in such
microchannels, calculated fields of the major
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B. Species transport in gas phase
To find suitable microchannel, further nitrogen
and oxygen gases are admitted as into the
microchannel. Through inlet A, 0.2 and 0.8
mole fraction of oxygen and nitrogen,
respectively are passed and through inlet B
inversed mole fractions as that through inlet A
is passed. The physical properties of the
mixture are as shown in Table 2.
Transport properties
Density (ρg)
Viscosity (µg)
Diffusion Coefficient (D)

Value (SI units)
1.225 kg/ m3
1.72E ‐5 kg/m s
2.88E‐5 m2/s

Table 2. Physical property of gaseous mixture
considered.
The spatial variation of concentration of the
oxygen at 1000E‐6 m and 2000E‐6 m is analyzed
for the microchannels as shown in Figure 4. It is
observed that no significant variation was
present even when the concentration gradients
at inlets were kept large. Observations made
can be explained by strong molecular diffusion
over the convective transport at this Reynolds
number.

Fig. 2. Comparison of velocity contours for
various geometries of micro‐channels (a) Arrow
(b) T and (c) Y‐Shape.

Fig. 3. Spatial variation of Temperature along X
= 1000eE‐6 m in the microchannels.
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Fig. 4. Spatial variation of concentration at (a)
1000E‐6 m and (b) 2000E‐6 m in the
micorchannels.

Table 3. Percentage of Mixing Efficiency for
various Reynolds numbers for considered
geometries at a cross sectional distance of
1000E‐6 m.

C. Species transport in liquid phase
The liquid phase species transport system is
considered further to investigate the
performance of micro‐channel. Here, the
inputs A and B have the same properties as
that of water but are treated as two different
liquids with a diffusion coefficient of 2E‐7 m2/s.
In order to quantify the extent of mixing at a
certain distance along the mixing length,
mixing efficiency α is defined by

Microchannels
Reynolds
Number, T‐Shaped Y‐Shaped Arrow‐Sh
NRe
aped
24
17.40
17.08
19.38
30
14.83
14.57
16.41
60
9.48
9.34
10.37
90
7.39
7.30
8.08
120
6.20
6.14
6.79
180
4.84
4.82
5.32
240
4.06
4.07
4.48
300
3.54
3.56
3.92
360
3.16
3.20
3.52

(5)
Where σ2 is variance of concentration and σ2max
is the maximum variance of concentration
present in the mixture. Here α=1 for perfect
mixing and α=0 for no mixing in the micro
channel.
The previous simulations had a strong
influence of molecular diffusion and hence the
diffusion coefficient of the system was set to
2.0E‐7 m2/ s. The simulations are performed for
various NRe starting from 24 to 360. The mixing
efficiency α is calculated at two cross sections,
one at a distance of 1000E‐6 m and another at
2000E‐6 m as seen in Figure 1. The calculated
values are shown in Table 3 and Table 4.
Reynol
ds
Numb
er, NRe
24
30
60
90
120
180
240
300
360

T‐Shap
ed
11.21
9.74
6.37
4.97
4.16
3.23
2.70
2.35
2.09

Microchannels
Y‐Sh Arrow‐Shape
ape d
d
10.8
13.24
6
9.45
11.45
6.19
7.46
4.84
5.83
4.08
4.90
3.21
3.84
2.71
3.23
2.38
2.83
2.15
2.55

Table 4. Percentage of Mixing Efficiency for
various Reynolds numbers for considered
geometries at a cross sectional distance of
2000E‐6 m.
It is observed that the arrow shaped channel
has a better mixing efficiency due to larger
dead space as observed in figure 2. In all the
cases mixing efficiency (α) has been found to
decrease with increase in Reynolds number in
all the channels. This is due to the dominance
of diffusive effect over convective. These
results are concordant with the previous
researcher’s [3] results.
IV. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION
Mixing in micro‐channels has been investigated
quantitatively for various micro‐channel using
CFD and an approximated 2D model. To carry
out this, two fluids with different temperatures
are admitted through the inlets of such
channels.
Here,
spatial
variation
of
temperature along the line is considered for
investigation. The observations made were
inconclusive to decide on the best
microchannel due to the strong influence of
molecular diffusion.
This is further verified by sending two liquid
having different concentration. The system was
also influenced greatly by molecular diffusion.
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For better understanding of the system, two
materials with low diffusion coefficient are
considered. On simulating this system and
quantifying the mixing, it was observed that
arrow shaped channel was better than the
other considered channels. Here, Reynolds
number was varied from 24 to 360. The
residence time decreases as velocity is
increases and hence mixing efficiency
decreases. These observations were observed
in 3D models also; hence making the
approximation of microchannels to 2D models
is valid.
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Abstract: Thermal performance of a building
depends on many factors. It is associated with
solar insolation, the type of roof, type of wall,
orientation, colour of paint given to the walls,
and the motion of Earth around the sun. The
building elements, roof and wall play an
important role in the thermal reception from
the solar insolation. Residential buildings
consume more energy for heating and cooling.
A residential building should not be a mere
shadow maker. It should be a less energy
consumer. It should provide a good thermal
experience. To reach this aim the indoor
environment should be feasible. The indoor
environment depends on the indoor
temperature and the indoor relative humidity.
If the indoor temperature increases then the
relative humidity will be decreased. Now the
occupants feel thermal discomfort. So control
over the indoor temperature is a must. The
quantity of heat entering the inside the
building can be modified through Roof and
wall insulation. In this study, to get a better
thermal performance roof insulation is alone
considered. Two side by side modules of the
same size and orientation were constructed
with
different
insulated
roofs.
The
construction of walls and floor are having the

same dimension. Polyurethane readymade
panels are used as roof material in one of the
modules and named as PUD module. The
polyurethane panel is an industrial product.
The other module is provided with a newly
designed roof called Double Decker (DOD).
Both the roofs are having intermediate
insulation. Thermal performance of the newly
designed roof is better than the industrial
product in the summer peak hours. The cost of
the DOD is relatively less. The study has been
carried out from September 2013 to August
2014, in the tropical climate.
Key words: DOD, Indoor temperature, PUD,
Relative humidity, Thermal comfort, Thermal
performance.
I. INTRODUCTION
Energy consumption in buildings is also
increasing at an unprecedented rate, as more
and more buildings are designed in lightweight
materials like Galvanized sheets, Asbestos
sheets, glass and aluminium giving little
importance to the passive methods of heat
control and human adaptation to comfort. It is
well known now that buildings with poor
adaptive
opportunities
often
produce
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intolerable indoor conditions within, and
consume high energy.
In the residential buildings, indoor thermal
discomfort has been very challenging and it
depends on, one or more of the materials used
either as ceiling or wall or making doors or
roofing support or combination of all. The
ceiling materials are made by different
materials with different thermal conductivity,
thermal absorptivity, thermal diffusivity and
thermal resistivity. Heat propagated into
indoor space is partly through ceiling and partly
through walls by the process of conduction,
convection and radiation. Shortage of
conventional energy source and enhancing
energy cost has caused the re‐examination of
the general design practice Hence, the major
focus of researchers, policy makers,
environmentalists and building architects has
been on the conservation of energy in
buildings. Energy efficiency in buildings can be
achieved through a multipronged approach
involving adoption of bioclimatic architectural
principles responsive to the climate. Use of
materials with low embodied energy and
effective utilization of renewable energy
sources should be carried out to power the
building. Studies of various countries have
shown that buildings with wooden structures
require less energy and emit less CO2 during
their life cycle than buildings with other type of
structures.
The energy efficient roofs so far designed
costs too high, and they do not reach the
common. Most of the heat developed by the
solar radiation in the roof and wall is
transferred into the occupant zone. The sun is
the primary source of thermal energy. Roof
receives the solar radiation directly from the
sun light and it becomes a secondary source of
heat. The east wall receives heat directly up to
the noon and the west wall receives heat
directly after the noon. The two walls also
becomes the secondary source of heat. The
floor of a building does not heated directly by
the sun light in most of the buildings. The roof
and walls become secondary heat sources. As
soon as the roof and walls emit heat radiations

into the building, the heat is transferred to the
indoor air. Regarding light roofs the indoor
temperature of a building closely follows the
outdoor temperature.
II. BACK GROUND OF THE STUDY
The Tropics is regarded as a region
where the human evolved and comfort has
been often taken for granted, built
environments are increasingly becoming issues
of public concern. The tropical outdoor
environment has been regarded as important
as indoors in the life of the populace. This
tendency has put increased demand on the
comfort requirements in the design of
buildings. Comfortable outdoor spaces have a
significant bearing on the comfort perception
of the indoor ambience. The demand for
comfort conditions in buildings are significantly
increased as a result of exposure to
uncomfortable outdoors [1]. Generally the
tropical zone is defined as the area of land and
water between the Tropic of Cancer (latitude
23.5o N) and the Tropic of Capricorn (latitude
23.5oS).Occupying approximately 40% of the
land surface of the earth, the tropics are the
home to almost half of the world’s population.
There are variations in climate within the
tropic. However 90% of the tropical zones
embody hot and humid climatic regions,
whether permanent or seasonal. The remaining
10% is desert like, and characterized as hot and
dry climate [2].
The higher thermal resistance systems
containing bulk insulation within the timber
frame, the measured result for a typical
installation was as low as 50% of the thermal
resistance determined considering two
dimensional thermal bridging using the parallel
path method. This result was attributed to
three dimensional heat flow and insulation
installation defects, resulting from the design
and construction method used. Translating
these results to a typical house with a 200 m2
floor area, the overall thermal resistance of the
roof was at least 23% lower than the overall
calculated thermal resistance including two
dimensional thermal bridging [3]. Providing
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insulation for walls and roof in a building
increases their thermal resistance and limits
conductive heat flow through the building
envelope. The building envelope insulation is a
main component because it plays a major
function in the energy consumption. The
building‘s roof, windows, walls and floors lead
the flow of energy between the indoor and the
outdoor of the building. The envelope
insulation is very important, and it is the best
solution in order to have an efficient and less
consuming energy building. [4].
Thermal insulation has a dual nature. It
decreases daytime the extra heat that come to
a building, but prevents the building from
cooling down at night. Based on their study,
this dual nature makes insulation inappropriate
for buildings with natural climate control.
Perhaps the solution is to first define the
cooling load at the design phase and then
making decision whether this cooling load
would be decreased by applying thermal
insulation in the building or by using passive
means of control [5]. Many studies have also
quantified the energy savings from improved
insulation. Retrofitting exterior masonry wall
insulation from R‐3 to R‐13, energy
consumption reduces by 9 ‐15% in Arizona [6].
Requirements for energy efficiency in a
building envelope surrounding the heated and
cooled parts of the building is generally set
based on resistance or contribution to heat
transparency through a unit of the
construction, respectively R‐value or U‐value.
[7]. A study of a typical un‐insulated masonry
house in the hot and humid climate of
Bangkok, Thailand indicated 3‐4% annual
energy savings from light‐weight walls with R‐
11 batt insulation and from cement tile roof
with R‐11 batt insulation [8]. A study of a house
in Bangkok showed 8% of total energy
reduction from light‐weight concrete block
walls with R‐10 exterior insulation, and 9%
reduction from similar wall construction with R‐
10 interior insulation [9]. Wall insulation does
not significantly affect reducing heating and
cooling load in buildings. He stated that adding
50 mm of polystyrene as wall insulation only

causes in 1.7 % 33 [10]. Structural control of a
modern building are its main parts such as
walls, roof, floors and glazed materials (glass) in
openings. The ability of a building enclosing
elements to conduct heat from one side of the
wall to the other is the thermal transmittance
denoted as U value for the element [11].
Mineral wool, also known as rock wool, is an
insulation material produced from steel slag.
The slag, a by‐product of steel manufacturing
containing of dirt and limestone, is combined
with other chemicals, heated and turned into a
fibrous material that is a good insulator. It
defined as a permanent insulation because it
does not rot; burn or melt, and it does not
absorb moisture, and does not maintain mould
or mildew. It is available in batts or as a loose‐
fill product that can be blown into walls and
ceilings. It can also be installed between wall
studs by using a mesh screen across one side of
the studs, letting floor to ceiling filling with a
technique virtually the same as with blown‐in
cellulose. Because of its greater density and
water resistant properties, mineral wool
performs as a vapour barrier and, unlike
fiberglass, does not need an additional vapour
barrier to be effective (ORNL 2002) [12].
The major importance of good insulation of
the roof in tropical climate is thickness and
colour of insulation. In general, 5cm insulation
is being used for red and blue tiled roofs, which
is inadequate. Therefore, insulation thickness
needs to be at least 8cm (the value for medium
colours) and to use polystyrene as insulation
rather than mineral wool. Mineral wool is fairly
cheap but not very well adapted to tropical
climates: it loses its thermal properties when it
absorbs ambient humidity. In another
experiment more than 3˚C have been observed
between a dwelling with a well‐ insulated roof
and with no insulation [13].
III. RESEARCH DESCRIPTION
The earlier research efforts have
investigated the thermal performance of
various roofing systems. In this study an
attempt has been made to quantify the
influence of insulation on indoor ambient
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temperature. The two modules have same
floor, wall area and orientation. The size of the
module is 3mx 3m x 3m. The galvanized sheets
used in the modules have the same thickness
of 0.21 mm. The walls have a thickness of 230
mm made up of brick and cement mortar. Two
angles are used as purlins. It is a low sloped
roof and is maintained to be 2˚. Walls of the
modules are white washed and the flooring is
done with cement mortar.

This assembly possesses three insulators
wooden reapers, mineral wool and air gap.
Mineral wool has a low thermal conductivity
among the building materials used (K= 0.04
W/m K).

First Module (PUD):
The first module was constructed with
Polyurethane panels of length 3660 mm and
breadth 1000 mm is used as roof, which is an
industrial product. The thickness of the Poly
Urethane Decker is 35 mm and the thickness of
the sheets is 0.35 mm. The white painted
panels reflects the solar radiation on one hand
and on the other hand polyurethane prevents
heat entering the inside of the building.

Fig.1 Mineral Wool

Second Module (DOD):
The roof of the second module was
newly designed. The design was carried out in
four steps. In the first step, first roof was made
using galvanised sheets. In the second step
wooden reapers of size 3000 mm X 50 mm X 25
mm were arranged over the roof. The spacing
between the reapers is 200 mm. In the third
step packed mineral wool roll was spread.
Thickness of the mineral wool is 50 mm. In the
fourth step galvanized sheets were set over it
as second roof. The two roofs are separated by
100 mm to 122 mm. Since light roofing system
have two light roofs enclosing the wooden
reaper and mineral wool, it was named as
Double Decker. Since the sheets are
trapezoidal, air gap of 11 mm above and below
the mineral wool pack and wooden reapers is
formed. The air vents created are the passage
for the air and takes away the heat produced
between the galvanized sheet and the mineral
wool bed. Likewise the air vents created
between the lower roof sheet, the wooden
reaper and the mineral wool bed is also drains
away the heat produced by convection. The
mineral wool, wooden reapers and the air
enclosed in the gaps are serving as insulators.

Fig.2 Double Decker

Fig.3 Polyurethane Decker
IV.

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE

The experiments were carried out in
Chidambaram, Tamil Nadu, 11˚24´N latitude
and longitude 79˚44´E.The location is
characterized by hot and humid weather. The
modules, used in this study are exactly identical
in terms of their geometry, orientation, area
and climate conditions. DOD and PUD are
reflective roof material. All the modules are
fully instrumented. To measure the Indoor
Ambient Temperature and Relative Humidity
Single channel data logger is used. In six hours
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interval (6, 12, 18hr) the roof, wall and floor
temperatures are measured by means of Infra‐
Red Thermometer. Roof, wall, floor and indoor
and outdoor ambient temperature and relative
humidity field data have been catalogued for
eleven months for two different insulated
roofing systems exposed to weathering on an
indoor and outdoor test facility. The data are
plotted for the time period between
September 2013 and August.2014.
V.

Fig.4 Mean Monthly
temperature by 6 hours

indoor

ambient

Fig.5 Mean Monthly
temperature by 12 hours

indoor

ambient

RESULT AND ANALYSIS

Fig.4 shows the Mean Monthly indoor
ambient temperature by 6 hours for the
observation period. This figure shows that the
indoor ambient temperature of the DOD
module is higher than the PUD module from
September to March 2014. After March to July
the indoor ambient temperature of DOD
module is lesser than the PUD module. But the
variation of indoor temperature between the
two modules during the months of September
to March is 0.44.the variation during the
months between March to July is 0.2 to 0.4˚C.
The indoor temperature decreases from
September to December.2014 and then
increases to a maximum during the summer
months of June and July.2014.
Fig.5 shows the Mean Monthly indoor
ambient temperature by 12 hours for the
observation period. This figure shows that the
indoor ambient temperature of the DOD
module is lesser than the PUD module from
September to July 2014. But the variation of
indoor temperature between the two modules
during the months of September to July is from
0.4 to 1˚C.

Fig.6. shows the indoor ambient
temperature of the modules by 18 hours. The
variation of the temperature is alike as the 6
hours temperature performance.

Fig.6. Mean Monthly
temperature by18 hours

indoor

ambient

Fig.7 Indoor Relative humidity of the two
modules by 6 hours
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Fig.8 Indoor Relative humidity of the two
modules by 12 hours

module during the summer months. The indoor
temperature of DOD is 7 ‐ 9 ˚C lesser than the
outdoor temperature. The indoor relative
humidity is appreciable during the summer
months in the insulated roofs. The DOD has a
higher relative humidity of 6% than PUD during
summer. The cost of PUD roof per square
meter is Rs.1500/‐ Whereas the cost of DOD
roof per square meter is Rs. 1000/‐ Hence the
newly designed roof is comparatively less cost.
Regarding the thermal performance and cost
effectiveness the DOD roof is superior to the
other one.
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During the summer months the PUD module
reaches minimum of 56% and the DOD reaches
a minimum of 62%. The variation in the relative
humidity is appreciable.
VI.

CONCLUSION

In this Study two insulated roofs have
been engaged. Insulated roofs are highly
effective in reducing the indoor temperature.
The PUD and DOD module performs well. The
DOD performs in a better way than the PUD
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Abstract : This paper is related to the
application of technology for art specifically
for Indian music. It is a proven fact that
computers are extensively used in the life
cycle of music namely music creation,
generation, recording, performance and
analysis. Traditional way of creation and
generation of music making use of skilled
artists is being replaced, in recent years, by
computer assisted approach. Many software
tools are available for music composition,
generation. One of the latest potential
technologies is to use Audio Programming
languages to compose, generate and perform
music. Interestingly this technology helps to
achieve three things namely (EEE) Enrich the
listener’s experience, Empower & Enhance the
creativity of the musicians. These languages
are widely used in Western & European
countries. But it is yet to be innovatively
explored for Indian music since there are
certain challenges have to be addressed. This
paper shares the Engineering approach of
creating Indian light music, experimented
using the audio programming language
namely ChucK. Three sample music
compositions are presented as a proof of how
an amateur musician could be empowered to
create Indian music with the help of
technology. Objective of presenting this work
is to invite the interested researchers to join
hands with the author to explore many
possibilities to ‘add value’ to Indian music.

Index Terms—Audio programming, ChucK,
Indian light music, Melody matrix, Percussion
matrix
MOTIVATION:
Music is a divine art accepted by every human
being in the world. I’m an Electronic Engineer,
technologist and also an amateur music
composer involved in Indian light music. With
in me, there has been a dialogue, consistently
from my young age, between the Engineer and
musician. Musician is looking for solutions for
certain problems and Engineer is passionate
about solving musician’s problems. Many ideas,
rather wish list, used to spark with in me to
blend technology for music art.
“Music world is giving me so much; In turn,
what can I, as technologist, give back” was the
urge to enter in to the exciting domain called
CompuMusic – ( Computer for Music). I was
happy to know that there is a music technology
community worldwide both in academics and
industry contributing lot in terms of research
and development. As a result, a spectrum of
computer based products, tools based on
variety of technologies have been developed.
Musicians are utilizing these products mostly in
the Western and European countries.
Motivation for me has been to apply and
adapt these technologies for Indian light
music. The work presented through this paper
is just a humble beginning in this direction.
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INTRODUCTION
There are two aspects in the present work.
1.Music
2.Technology.
Let me give a brief overview of the musical
aspects first.
MUSIC CREATION METHODS (Fig.2).
Basically, music is the combination of human
voice and instruments. Musical instruments are
of two types ‐melody instruments and
percussion instruments. If stage performance
by actual singing, playing real traditional
instruments is one face of the coin, recording
the music in variety of storage devices and
playing using computers, MP3 players and
other gadgets is the other face.
We may classify music creation / generation
process in to Real and Virtual. Real music is
the music created by singing and actually
playing real instruments. Other method which
is quite widely used especially in commercial
entertainment music sector is to use
technology. Technological approach is nothing
but making use of computers and
electronically synthesized music using virtual
instruments which may be called as virtual
music.
Computer based music or CompuMusic can be
classified as :
1. Make use of software tools called Record
Edit Sequence tools. More than 20
software tools like audacity, Protool,
Cubase are used typically in recording
studios by music composers and
arrangers.
2. Recent technology which is the topic of
discussion in this paper is to use
Computer Programming Language
specifically
called
as
Audio
Programming Language.

WHAT IS INDIAN LIGHT MUSIC?
Thousands of genres are used worldwide in
different
contexts.
A music genre is
a
conventional category that identifies pieces
of music as belonging to a shared tradition or
set of conventions. In India main genres of
music are classical, semi classical, light, folk
and popular(like movie music) In classical
music there two types namely Hindustani and
Carnatic.
The basic concepts of classical music includes
 shruti (microtones),
 swara (notes),
 alankar (ornamentations),
 raga (melodies improvised from basic
grammars),
and
 tala (rhythmic
patterns
used
in
percussion).
Classical music follows strict rules, grammar
and aesthetics in terms of conforming to raga
and tala.
But in light music, anything pleasant to hear
and suiting the occasion is accepted. It doesn’t
impose strict rules to conform to a raga, tala
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and rendering. However implicitly or explicitly
Indian light music is a kind of derivative of
classical music. Music composition is based on
a raga, but with lots of flexibility and freedom.
Mostly in the recorded music domain, music
creation cycle goes through the following
steps(Fig.2) :
1.Write lyric.
2.Compose basic tune.
3.Arrange instrumental music.
4. Perform.
5.Record.
Ultimately it reaches the listener either directly
or through recorded media.

Our work focuses only on creating instrument
track, since voice track is created through
actual singing by the artists.
Main step is to create a ‘blue print’ of the final
music which is called as ‘Score sheet’ in
western music terminology.
As shown in Fig… the score sheet represents
the flow of all the three tracks on a timeline.
Melody track includes music created using one
or more real or virtual instruments like
Mandolin, Flute, Guitar, Violin etc.,

Typically Audio programming languages have a
role compose, arrange instrumental music, and
even during performance.
Building blocks of computer generated music [
Fig.3]
As shown in Fig.3, typical recorded music is a
combination of multiple tracks namely:
a) Voice b) Instrument c) Special
effects
Instrument track is comprises
a)
Melody track
b)
Beats/Percussion track.
c)
Chord track

Beats/Percussion track includes music created
using one or more real or virtual instruments
like Tabala, Mridangam, Ghatam, Drums etc.,
Chord track is a special melody track that
includes harmonic set of three or
more notes of an instrument like Guitar, that is
heard as if sounding simultaneously.
Of course, it is not mandatory to have all the
tracks; depends on the context and composer’s
ideas.
PROCESS OF COMPUTER MUSIC GENERATION [ FIG.4]
Computer music generation follows a
structured way in three phases:
1. Design ( Composition)
2. Engineering
3. Implementation ( realization of
engineered music )
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It may be noted that as a novice, when I
started music generation projects, I didn’t
follow any structured approach. It was a
random and iterative approach of course with
intuition. After completing couple of projects, I
realized that real good music can be
generated by properly following these 3
phases.
Music design (can also be called as
composition) involves basic tuning of the main
melody instruments and deciding what timbre
of instruments to be used (string, reed, blow,
bowing…). Same thing applies to percussion
instruments; Composer may decide whether to
use Indian classical instruments like Tabla,
Mridangam or folk style instruments like
Dholak, khanjira or western instruments like
drums, snare, hihat etc.,

a)

Multiple melody tracks, each based
on a specific melody instrument.
Each melody track is characterized
by what is known as Melody Matrix
(explained in subsequent sections).

b)

Multiple beats (percussion) tracks,
each based on a specific percussion
instrument.
Each
track
is
characterized by what is known as
Percussion Matrix (explained in
subsequent sections)

Music composition is done manually and music
generation is done by writing and executing
computer program using the object oriented
programming language called ChucK.

Music design is a creative work manually done
by the composer. As in any art form, intuition,
imagination and visualization are the natural
elements of design.
Music engineering is to decide the specific
musical instrument to be used. Obviously
music engineering has to be done based on
music design. For example, if the result of
music design is string instrument, music
engineering decides whether it should be sitar,
guitar, mandolin or veena.
Output of the Music design and engineering is
a score sheet as shown in Fig.5. Score sheet is a
kind of ‘blue print’. Score sheet comprises :
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 Note number ( indicates what frequency
has to be generated)
 Duration ( how long the note to be
played )
 Gain ( the intensity or volume of the
note)
Optional attributes are to give special effect to
each note like
 Reverb
 Echo
 Fading effect
Computer program picks the element of each
row in the matrix and produces the melody of
that instrument.

MELODY MATRIX [ Table.1]
Melody matrix is the core of music
composition that is referred by the
programming language to generate music.
Note

BMSU

Duration (
seconds)

Gain( Number ) Other attributes**

N1
BMU N2

d*

1

2d

1

N3

4d

2

N4

3d

0.5

N5

2d

0.5

N6

8d

1

N7

6d

1

N8

d

2

Basic Melody Unit (BMU) and Basic Melody
Sequence Unit (BMSU) are the two elements
giving a structure to the matrix.
BMU is the note ( swara) with a predefined
frequency . d is the duration of BMU in
seconds, which decides the tempo of the track.
BMUs are grouped in to Basic Melody
Sequence Unit ( BMSU). In other words, BMSU
is a pattern of n number of notes. A melody
track is made up of multiple BMSUs. BMSU is
the basis to decide the Percussion track in
terms of number of beats per cycle. BMSUs
can be of different lengths as shown in Fig.5

*d – duration of Basic Melody Unit (BMU)
**other attributes : Echo, Reverb, Fading
•Basic Melody Unit (BMU) is the Note ( Swara ) with a predefined frequency.
•Duration of Basic Melody Unit (BMU) – is defined as per the needs of the
composition
•A melody track is made up of Multiple BMUs
•BMUs are grouped into Basic Melody Sequence Unit ( BMSU)

Table1. Melody Matrix
A song is nothing but a series of notes ( swaras
as they are called in Indian music), each played
for a specific duration. Technically each note
generates a electrical / electromagnetic signal
vibrates the diaphragm of the speaker to
produce sound. Melody matrix gives the
attributes of every note to be played.
Mandatory attributes are
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PERCUSSION MATRIX [ Table.2]
Percussion matrix also follows the same
principle as in Melody matrix.
Beat

BPSU

Duration ( Gain
seconds) ( Number )

B1
BPU B2

d*

1

2d

1

B3

4d

2

B4

3d

0.5

B5

2d

0.5

B6

8d

1

B7

6d

1

B8

d

2

Other attributes**

*d – duration of Basic Percussion Unit (BPU)
**other attributes : Echo, Reverb, Fading
•Basic Percussion Unit (BPU) is one unit – ( e.g. in Tabla, it is called as theka, bol)
•Duration of Basic Percussion Unit (BPU) – is defined as per the needs of the
composition
•A percussion track is made up of Multiple BPUs
•BPUs are grouped into Basic Percussion Sequence Unit ( BPSU)

Table2. Percussion Matrix
Percussion matrix is the basis to generate the
rhythmic pattern of beats.
Mandatory
attributes are
 Beat number
 Duration ( how long the note to be
played )
 Gain ( the intensity or volume of the
note)
Optional attributes are to give special effect to
each note like
 Reverb
 Echo
 Fading effect
Computer program picks the element of each
row in the matrix and produces the percussion
sound of that instrument.
Basic Percussion Unit (BPU) and Basic
Percussion Sequence Unit (BPSU) are the two
elements giving a structure to the matrix.
BPU is the basic unit of percussion beat. d is
the duration of BMU in seconds, which decides
the tempo of the track. BPUs are grouped in to
Basic Percussion Sequence Unit ( BPSU). In
other words, BPSU is a structured sequence of
beats as shown in Fig.6. A percussion track is

made up of multiple BPSUs. It is extremely
important that BPSU is designed to
synchronise the melody track.
So for the discussion has been on the process
of music generation, irrespective of the
programming language to be used. Let me
discus now the vital component – Audio
programming language used in our work
namely ChucK.

Chuck – AUDIO PROGRAMMING
LANGUAGE‐OVERVIEW
What is ChucK?
ChucK is a “open‐source” , object oriented
programming language designed specifically
for real‐time sound synthesis and music
creation. “Real‐time” means that ChucK
synthesizes the sound as you are hearing it
(rather than just playing back a sound file,
although ChucK can also do that), and often in
response to signals and gestures from the
“outside world,” such as you typing on the
keyboard, moving the computer mouse,
manipulating a joystick or other game
controller, playing the keys on a musical
keyboard connected to your computer, or a
host of other things that are available to hook
up to our computers.
Not just for sound and music, ChucK is also
good for controlling and/or interacting with
almost any type of real‐time computer media
and art, such as graphics, robots, or whatever
can communicate with your computer.
ChucK is designed specifically to allow and
encourage “on‐the‐fly” programming, which
means you can add, remove, modify and edit,
and layer segments of code at any and all
times, hearing the results instantly, without
interrupting other sounds being synthesized
and heard.
Most other languages require you to compile,
run, and debug code in a fashion that doesn’t
let you hear what you’re doing immediately. In
fact, almost all computer languages (such as C,
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C++, Java, etc.) are not designed specifically
from the ground‐up for sound, music, and
other real‐time tasks. But ChucK makes
immediate, real‐time sound a priority.
ChucK was initially created by Ge Wang when
he was Perry’s graduate student at Princeton
University and now an Assistant Professor at
Center for Computer Research in Music and
Acoustics, Stanford University.
Why ChucK?
• It’s all about time. Time is at the core of how
ChucK works, and how one works with ChucK
to make sound. Why such emphasis on time?
Sound/music is a time‐based phenomenon;
without the passage of time, there would be no
sound. By controlling how and when we do
things through time, it’s a different and
powerful way to work with sound at every level
– every molecule of it.
• It’s text, plain and simple. For example, to
generate 1 second music tone of the melody
Indian instrument Sitar, following 4 lines are
sufficient.
Sitar s=>dac;
400=>s.freq;
1=>s.noteOn;
1::second=>now;
• It’s fun and immediate. It is designed to be a
fun language and environment to work in, to
experiment in. You can synthesize sounds,
make fantastical automations, map physical
gestures (e.g., with controllers) to sound,
network different computers together, and
even analysis to computational make sense of
sound.
• It’s free.
ChucK has been in development and non‐stop
use for more than 10 years, and it continues to
evolve. It’s open source, which really means it
belongs to everyone whocare to use it, modify
it, fix it, improve it, or extend it.

• ChucK has many features as in any other
popularly used language like JAVA, C, C++.
EXPERIMENTS & RESULTS
More than 10 Indian music compositions were
successfully tested. Out of them 3
compositions are presented in this paper.
Corresponding MP3 files are attached.
Music #1
Category
Popular Indian
patriotic song
Language original
Indian national
song
language‐ Hindi
Title
“saare jahaa se
accha”
Duration
54 seconds
Voice track
Nil
Number of melody
3
tracks
Melody
Mandolin,
instruments used Flute, Rhodey,
Mandolin,
Available in
Flute, Rhodey,
ChucK library (
unit generator)
Number of
percussion tracks
Percussion
ModalBar,
instruments used
Drums, tabla ,
‘Gejje’
Available in
ChucK library (
unit generator)
Sampled ( Recorded )
Drums
sound
Tabla
“Gejje”
Music #2
Category

Language original
song
Title

Popular Kannada
old movie song
from movie
‘Gandhada Gudi’
Regional language
of Karnataka ‐ ‐
Kannada
‐‘Naavaaduva
nudiye kannada
nudi’
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Duration
100 seconds
Voice track
Nil
Number of melody
2
tracks
Mandolin,
Melody
Clarinet
instruments
used
Mandolin,
Available in
Clarinet
ChucK library (
unit generator)
Sampled (
Nil
Recorded ) sound
Number of
2
percussion tracks
Percussion
Modalbar,
instruments used
“Gejje”
Available in
ChucK library (
unit
generator)
Sampled ( Recorded )
Drums
sound
Music #3
Category
Language original
song
Title

Duration
Composed by
Voice track
Number of melody
tracks
Melody
instruments
used
Available in
ChucK library (
unit generator)
Sampled (
Recorded ) sound
Number of
percussion tracks
Percussion

Folk style
Not applicable –
Instrumental music
‘Naavaaduva
nudiye kannada
nudi’
4 Minutes
Prof.Chidambara
Kalamanji
Nil
3
Mandolin, Flute,
Rhodey

Mandolin
Nil
4

instruments used

Available in
ChucK library
( unit
generator)
Sampled (
Recorded ) sound

Dholak, Drums and
some other folk
instruments.
Modal bar

Drums, Tabla,
“Gejje”

SAMPLE ChucK PROGRAMS
PROGRAM#1‐ GENERATION OF PERCUSSIN
SEQUENCE ‐ TABLA
//‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐
‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐
// This module generates Beat(Percussion)
sequence
// Written by Prof.Chidambara, PESIT,
Bangalore, India.
// Language used is ChucK;
//Instrumental music generated : Tabla ‐
Popular Indian instrument used both in
Classical and Light music.
// Approach : Since this instrument is not
avalabele as part ChucK libaray ( Unit
Generator)
// Already recorded samples of Tabla ( max 1
sec) in the form of .wav files are used
// Algorithm :
//1) Create temporary buffers; 2)Copy the
.wav file from the hard disk to temporary
buffer 3) Play.
// Sequence of the files played will generate
Tabla pattern .
// In this program 4 beats per cycle is
generated.
// Input : .wav files in a floder ( preferable to
have in current folder )
// Output : Music ‐ Tabla sound pattern
//‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐
‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐
// Initialisation
SndBuf mySound1 => dac; // Create buffer1
SndBuf mySound2 => dac; // Create buffer2
SndBuf mySound3 => dac;//Create buffer3
SndBuf mySound4 => dac;// Create buffer4

Tabla, Gejje,
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0.25=> float tempo;// variable for the
0=> mySound4.pos;// start from the
duration of each beat
begining of the buffer and play
// Name the path for the recorded Tabla files
tempo::second=>now;//for the duration
me.dir()+ "/wavefiles/TB1NA.wav"=> string
defined by the variable tempo.
FileTB1NA; // Name for the path of the .wav
}
file corresponding to beat1;
} // End of function that plays Tabla beat
me.dir()+ "/wavefiles/TB1SUR.wav"=> string
sequence
FileTB1SUR;// Name for the path of the .wav
file corresponding to beat2;
// Main program; calls the function to play
me.dir()+ "/wavefiles/TB2CLSGE.wav"=> string tabla
PlayTabla();
FileTB2CLSGE;// Name for the path of the
.wav file corresponding to beat3;
me.dir()+ "/wavefiles/TB1OPNGE.wav"=> string
FileTB1THAP;// Name for the path of the .wav file
PROGRAM#2‐GENERATION OF PERCUSSIN
corresponding to beat4;
SEQUENCE – MODAL BAR
fun void PlayTabla() // Function to play 4
//‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐
beats in sequence
‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐
{
// This module generates Beat(Percussion)
while(true)
sequence
{
// Written by Prof.Chidambara, PESIT,
FileTB2CLSGE => mySound1.read; // Read
Bangalore, India.
the .wav file to buffer1
// Language used is ChucK;
0.75=>mySound1.gain;// set the gain
//Instrumental music generated : Modal Bar
0=> mySound1.pos;// start from the
// Approach : This instrument is avalabele as
begining of the buffer and play
tempo::second=>now; // for the duration
part ChucK libaray ( Unit Generator)
defined by the variable tempo.
// Algorithm :
FileTB1SUR => mySound2.read; // Read
the .wav file to buffer2
// Modal Bar is played continuously at a set
0.75=>mySound2.gain;// set the gain
tempo.
0=> mySound2.pos;// start from the
// Input : Nothing
// Output : Music‐ Beats
begining of the buffer and play
//‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐
tempo::second=>now;//for the duration
‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐
defined by the variable tempo.
// Initialise
ModalBar bar => dac;
FileTB1NA => mySound3.read;// Read the
0.5=>bar.gain; // volume set
.wav file to buffer3
10=> bar.preset; //Select the sound
0.75=>mySound3.gain;// set the gain
(timbre)required. Value assigned will decide
0=> mySound3.pos;// start from the
begining of the buffer and play
the sound generated.
tempo::second=>now; // for the duration
0.25=> float Tempo;// duration set; ( which
defined by the variable tempo.
also sets the tempo)
61=> int pitch;// set the pitch of the
instrument.
FileTB1THAP => mySound4.read;//Read
the .wav file to buffer4
0.75=>mySound4.gain;// set the gain
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fun void PlayModal()// function to play
continuosly beats.
{
while(true)
{
Std.mtof (pitch)=>bar.freq;
1.0 => bar.noteOn;
Tempo*2::second=>now;
}
}
PlayModal();
PROGRAM #3‐GENERATION OF MELODY –
INDIAN PATRIOTIC SONG “SAARE JAHAASE
ACCHA”
//‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐
‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐
‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐
// This module ( Melody Track ) plays the first
line ( Pallavi) of the song "SAARE JAHAASE
ACCHA"
// Written by Prof.Chidambara, PESIT,
Bangalore‐30 Nov 2014
// Using Audio Programming Language : ChucK
// Input Data : Melody Matrix
// Output : Music
//‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐
‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐
‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐
//Select instrument
Mandolin m=> dac; //
0.5=>m.gain;// Intensity of sound
0.25 =>float KTempo;// Variable to control
the duration each note and the tempo of the
song.
0.95=> float DutyCycle;// Variable to control
the on duration and off duration of each note.
KTempo*DutyCycle=>float OnDur; // set On
duration of each note.
KTempo*(1‐DutyCycle)=> float OffDur; //
set off duration of each note.
// Melody matrix [2X2]: Each row [ Midi Note
number, Duration ]; This matrix represents the
main part of this song.

SA
[[

RE
JA
[64,1], [63,1] [61,1],

A
CH
A
[61,2], [61,2], [999,2]
64,2],

HA
SE
[63,2], [60,1],

@=>

int notepallavi[][];//

NotePallavi.cap()=> int NoteTotal;// Total
notes in the matrix
// Function to play the notes of the Melody
matrix using the instrument Mandolin
fun void PlayMandolin()
{
for(0 => int i; i<=NoteTotal‐1; i++) // Loop
that selects each note one by one and plays.
{
NotePallavi[i][0]=> int note1; //
select the current note
if
(note1==999)// if it is 'silent'
don't note off. 999 in the matrix
represents silence.
{
<<< "silence">>>;//
Dispaly that it is a silence
0=>m.noteOn;
NotePallavi[i][1]*OnDur::second => now;//
both On duration and off duration of the note
to be silent
0=>m.noteOn;
NotePallavi[i][1]*OffDur::second => now;
}
else // if the note is not silent,
play the note;
{
<<< "Playing Mandolin
Note">>>; // display that mandolin note is
played
NotePallavi[i][0] =>
Std.mtof => m.freq; // pick the note number (
MIDI ) format; Convet in to frequency.
1.0 => m.noteOn; // Play
note in this frequency
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NotePallavi[i][1]*OnDur::second => now; //
Play for the duration specified ( second
element ) in the row;
0=>m.noteOn;
NotePallavi[i][1]*OffDur::second => now;//
Second part of the note; silence
}
}
0=>m.noteOn;
<<< " Mandolin Pallavi is over">>>;//
when all notes are played, display;
} // End of function
//Main program
PlayMandolin();// Call the function to to play
all the notes of the matrix
me.exit(); // exit
CONCLUSION
“Enrich the listener, Empower the musician
and Enhance the creativity using audio
programming language” was the statement
made in the beginning of this paper. Could this
be achieved?. Answer to this is ‘YES’.
Enrich the listener: When the music created
and generated through this mechanism was
sent to some of the listeners, excellent feed
back was received. They have expressed that
some patterns of music were unique which
couldn’t be possible through real music.
Empower the musician: Author himself is the
proof for this. Author is just an amateur music
composer, not a professional musician. Only
playing keyboard was the skill set possessed.
Playing percussion or playing any other
instrument was not known. As can be listened
from the three music clippings presented, an
orchestra of melody and percussion could be
created ( of course, there is a lot to improve).
Using audio programming language ChucK has
empowered an amateur musician.

Enhance creativity: No doubt, human
creativity can not be replaced by machines.
How can a machine be creative when it can do
only the things programmed by the humans?.
This logic is true. But while experimenting using
ChucK, many innovative melody and percussion
pattern design ideas were triggered which was
nothing but enhancing the authors creativity.
Quality of music generated as part of the
experiment may not be as good as a
professional music created in a studio. But it
may be treated as a ‘proof of concept’ that has
shown the potential of this interdisciplinary
approach that can be explored by the
CompuMusicians. Through this paper, author
invites the interested, passionate individuals
to join in the journey of CompuMusic.
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Abstract ‐ Purpose to develop the system is
to keep track of your family members and
close person’s location using smart phone
by just sending simple SMS(Short Message
Services).Locating of the mobile device uses
two technologies via General Packet Radio
Service (GPRS) and Global Positioning
System (GPS). The person's location can be
tracked using a mobile phone which is
equipped with an internal GPS receiver or
mobile internet connectivity which is useful
for finding out the location of device.
System is developed for android mobile
devices and using android sdk, Google Play
service, Google MAP API and sqlite
database to log necessary required
information. System is serve as requestor ‐
capable to request for other device’s
location and as a provider ‐ capable to
provide location of device to pre‐
synchronized number using SMS(Short
Massage Services). Google Map is used for
mapping the device’s location which is
serves via SMS by provider. Log of last
received location information of provider’s
device is maintained. System rendered with
facility like any other number which is not
part of synchronized number list cant

access the device’s location.Basic utility like
modified and delete the information of
requestor as well as provider.
Index Term – Google MAP , GPS,
GPRS,SMS base application ,
Synchronization
I INTRODUCTION
Smart mobile device can either using GPS
(Global Positioning system) or GPRS(General
Packet Radio Service) for finding the current
location of device, [1] GPS system which is a
satellite based service which is available
24X7 everywhere in the whole world. GPS
system can be used to get location which
includes details like latitude, longitude’s
values .So, tracking of human . GPRS system
is track location with the help of service
provider network with nominal coast using
Mobile phones equipped with GPS receiver
or using GPRS and service provider network
rather than handheld GPS receiver is cost
effective and easy.
In Today’s fast life everyone always wants
to know that their kids, retired parents and
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dear ones are safe. So it’s become easy with
the help of mobile device to keep in track of
location of family members. Every smart
phone having SMS and GPS facility.
The main purpose of develop the system is
to keep track of location of your dear once
as well as provide your location to your
family member and dear one who request
for a it , by just sending one SMS service. GPS
is combined with one of the basic service of
a smart phone which is GSM, more
specifically SMS, in one system. System
holding facility to work as a requestor which
will allow requestor to send a request to get
the location information of other person and
show that on Google Map. System also
holding facility to work as a provider which
accept the request of requestor and pass on
the current latitude and longitude value of
device to the requestor. . On the other hand,
the system at the provider’s side uses GPS or
GPRS service provider network to get
person’s location information using phone
device.[4]Information
such
as
GPS
coordinates a sent to the requestor smart
phone that’s preregistered on the
application via SMS. The communication
between the two devices is done using Short
Message Service (SMS). SMS offers the
system unique features, which makes
system to work without the need of internet
connection thus allows the application to be
implemented on smart phones that don’t
support continuous GPRS, 2G or 3G internet
connectivity. The system sends the location
of provider’s device to requestor’s device
when requestor send request to check
location of provider. So, the System is
facilitated with functioning of requestor as

well as location provider , that is it can send
the request for get location of person as well
as provides the location to the synchronized
requestor. At the security aspect of system,
location information like longitude and
latitude value of current device’s position
only provided to when request is coming
from synchronized number, So any other
non‐synchronized number not able to check
the device/person’s location. In case of
finding latitude and longitude values GPS off
GPRS service provider
network, WIFI sensor is utilized. For
open the location at Google Map only
internet connectivity is required, and
location information is logged by system,
which will be useful to show the location on
Google Map whenever internet connection
available on device. System is rendered
with basic utility of update and deletes the
provider and requestor detail.
II RELETED WORK
[1] Existing human tracking system ,The
architecture of the system is based on client
server approach. at mobile device's
application side that is client side GPS
receiver fetches the GPS location, after
calculating the exact location it further
creates a GPRS packet along with the
location details a running on the Android
based Mobile sends this GPRS packet to the
server. Server stores packet information and
at server computer displays the map along
with location to track the human. Limitation
of system is that in order for the system to
work there must be continuous internet
connectivity required at mobile device.
[3]Existing system for woman tracking using
GPS and GPRS , use client‐server type of
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architecture, in which after the registration
on server and getting password. When user
one the app in emergency from mobile
device, GPS start to trace the phone & find
the location of user with help of device, and
keep sending to server using GPRS service
after certain time‐slab continuously. At
other side Administrator’s computer
generates and updates the MAP for received
updated location information. Location
information store in database and server
send the same location information via
message to its family members continuously
after specified time‐slab. Limitation of
system is there must be internet
connectivity required to mobile device to
continuous sending location data . Also
administrator side computer required
internet connectivity to receive latest
location information receives from client
side device.
[4] System for child tracking aimed to help
locating missing or lost children. GPS is
combined with one of the basic service of a
smart phone which is GSM, more specifically
SMS, in one system. System having two
parts, parent and child application. An
application at the parent side allowed
parents to send a location request to a child
side then retrieve the location from the
request reply and shows it on a map. On the
other hand, the application at the child’s side
gathers the necessary information of the
smart phone that will be used to locate the
smart phone. Information such as GPS
coordinates and time are gathered and sent
to the parent smart phone that’s
preregistered on the application. The
communication between the parent and the
child applications is done using Short
Message Service (SMS) and application to be
implemented on smart phones that don’t
support
GPRS, 2G or 3G internet connectivity.

Limitation of system is device having a child
side application cannot requests for location
of other person.
III Application development
A. Requirement for the system
This system use basic SMS service and GPS
service which is commonly available in
every smart phones. Mainly used by family
member especially parents who want to
keep track of their child’s location which
can be provide as an when it is demanded.
This system is developed using tool eclipse
for android developer and android sdk.[5]
Application use SQLite database to store
information about the location and
synchronization detail. For display the map
system uses Google play service and MAP
key for accessing Google MAP.[6]
B. System Architecture
Fig[1] shows the overall architecture of the
system it can work as requestor as well as
can work as a location provider . As
requestor system can first t send request for
synchronization to the provider side using
SMS. At provider side system maintain the
log of coming requests of synchronization
and if request is accepted then requestor will
get SMS of acceptance of request this way
system make . Synchronization between
requestor and provider for communication
about the location information so SMS from
other than synchonised acquire number cant
d the after location information r successful
synchronization, system grants requestor for
requesting provider’s device location via
SMS. At provider side using GPS or network
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service which ever available system acquire
the current longitude and latitude of the
provider’s device and send to requestor via
in SMS. At requestor side after receiving of
SMS of about location information
notification of location information is
generated to rendered a facility to open a
location in map by single click on notification
whenever internet connectivity available on
requestor’s device . Provider’s location
information logged by requestor’s system to
facilitates to locate last known location of
provider’s device on Google map.

permission to get other device location.
2) At Receiver/provider side generate
notification for synchronization, after
approval of the request, send SMS of
approval to requestor side.
At requestor side after getting approval
SMS can request for check location of
provider’s device using SMS to provider’
number
3) At receiver/provider side , check in
database of incoming request mobile
number with synchronized number. If
incoming request coming from synchronized
number then using GPS service or GPRS
provider network service , fetch current
latitude and longitude of device and send it
using SMS service to same mobile number
from which number request coming from
using SMS service.
4) At the requestor’s side after getting
longitude and latitude location SMS ,
Generate notification and on click on
notification opens Google map to locate the
area. And store last receive location values
for later on locate location on Google Map .
5) Other Utility like edit or delete provider
and request or detail like name and
synchronized SIM number stored in device is
provided by system.

Fig[1]. System Architecture

6) Other Facility of maintain logs for all
pending synchronization requests handled
by system.
D. Application Specification

C. Algorithm of system
1) Send request for synchronizes the
number for checking location of
receiver/provider using SMS. for the

Fig[2] having main page of system to
shows the basic functionality of system
requestor side as well as provider side.
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Button for synchronize is for sending request
for synchronize for start communication for
checking and getting number. Location
button for sending request for check
location of synchronized number and locate
on map. Location Provider button opens the
list of available person’s and allowed to
update/delete details whom location is
allowed to check . Pending button list out all
coming request for synchronization.
Requestor List button shows and
update/delete the requestor number which
can access device location. Fig[3] shows how
Requestor can send request for the
synchronization to other SIM number where
application is installed on other device. In
Fig[4] At receiver side where system is
installed and gets SMS and notification is
generated so on click of notification it open
pending list waiting for the synchronization.
Fig[5] shows the list of pending requests
awaiting for the synchronization for
permission to check the location of device.
Fig[6 shows the list of provider to whom
request to check his/her device location can
be retrieved . In Fig[7] system send request
via SMS for getting location of selected
contact . Fig[8] requestor get the latitude
and longitude values via SMS and generate
the notification Fig[9] on click of notification
about location values , Map is open and
locate the retrieved person’s location on
Google Map. Fig[10] Displays list of provider
for update the detail. Fig[11] displays list of
requestor for update the detail. Fig[12]
allowed to update the selected requestor or
provider detailed and update database

Fig [2] Main page

FIG[3] REQUEST FOR SYNCHRONISATION

FIG[4]RECIEVER SIDE SMS RECEIVE AND
NOTIFICATION GENERATE
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FIG[7]sending sms to selected contact for
his/her current location of device
FIG[5] LIST OF PENDING REQUEST WAITING
FOR SYNCHRONISATION

FIG[6]list of location provider for display last
known location or send request for current
location

FIG[8]at requester side get sms of longitude
and latitude value and notification generate
notification
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FIG[9]at requester side open map for receive
latitude and longitude value
FIG[10]list of provider for edit detail

FIG[11]list of requester for edit/delete detail

FIG[12] Update selected requester/provider
detail
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IV CONCLUSION AND FUTURE
ENHANCEMENT
The ystem can work on basis of SMS service.
So without internet network also
communication for the device location
between two people is made possible.
System maintain the log of last know
location information, used to locate on map
later on whenever required. Only for display
location on Google map it requires internet
connectivity
.Log
for
pending
synchronization request also maintained. As
security aspect only entitled synchronized
number can do location request so threat of
accessing device location by other than
entitled synchronized number not possible.
Mobile device’s EMI number is also use for
locate the device. System should be
synchronize with sim number as well as EMI
number in future enhancement. Sending
location information of device to
synchronized number as an alert when SIM
number in particular device is changed
would be the future enhancement for the
system.
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